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Introducing the first Cord of the school year
if you can lift it, it's yours!...NEWS.Jngrid
Nielsen gives the straight facts on the
-

Students' Union
director who
was convictEd
of
assault
this summer at
the Ezra
Street
party. Even
without a
code of conduct

for directors, could
this still effect his status with the Union?
Check out Bag 0' Crime, especially our
favorite about the creative gardener by
Bricker Rez. Don't forget Saturday, Sept. 10
is special trash day. Just what you need
more shit...OPINION...did you notice the
new carpet in Wilf sHmm...Check the
editorial fo r
details. Grer
"Hick"
Sloan
i.
back with
his views
from that
-

infamous
and
Lanthie.

Kicking

tries to figure out why

our generation is so bitter. FEATURE ..Greg
Sloan provides a look back at the summer

past, from a sports, entertainment, and news
perspective...SPOßTS...Guess who's back''
Yeah, they're kind of hard to miss Laurier's
beloved football team. Scott Stinson tells us
about the football players who are helping
out their "little brothers" in Waterloo, giving
a whole new perspective to "Big Brothers".
Mike Ste.Marie also gives a comprehensive
Q&A on this year's NFL NEU STUDENTEN
KUNST, formerly the Arts Page.. I'm afraid to
refer you here. It's pretty heavy stuff. Pretty
hilarious too. That Lassie, what a
bastard...ENTERTAINMENT ..Dave Scott gives
his sweet review of Big
Darren
Sugar.
Mahaffy got in
to
see
Natural
Born

anewsaon

-

SCOTT STINSON
Cord sports

marks the start of the
Golden Hawks football
host the York University
pm at Seagram Stadium.
Expectations are high for first year
Head Coach Rick Zmich as once again
the Hawks will field a talented squad.
Returning starters include quarterback
Bill Kubas, slotback/wide receiver Stefan
Ptaszek, linebacker Mike Cheevers, and
offensive tackle Mark Ferguson. After
last year's disappointing loss to the eventual Vanier Cup champion U of T Varsity
Blues in the OUAA playoffs, the Hawks
are looking to get back to their 1991
championship form.
Saturday's game also marks the
debut of the artificial turf surface at
Seagram Stadium. The Hawks hope that
their fast, high-powered offense will be
able to take advantage of the solid footing that the shiny new surface will proThis Saturday
Wilfrid Laurier
season as they
Yeomen at 4:00

Killers,

and
brought
back his
review for
shmu c k s
like me that
try to see it on
cheapie Tuesday. Yeah,
right! ...The quiet summer at Laurier is over,
line ups are back, and advertisers are nippin'
at our butts. Ain't life grand? We hope you
like the new Cord, and as cheesy as it may
sound, WELCOME BACK!

...Where it's at...
News..
Feature
Opinion
Classifieds
Sports
Neuten Studenten Kuntz
Entertainment

A3
AIO
Al4
AI9
B3
B8
Bl I

vide.
As for Laurier's opposition in their
opening game, the York Yeomen are
gunning to win a game in the regular
season for the first time in six years.
Spurred on by a win over the Concordia
Stingers in the pre-season, the Yeomen
hope this season will lx: a breakthrough
one.
Two of Laurier's blue chip returnees

of

farm.
Brent

ha v e
■excellent shots at breaking career records in both
the OUAA and CIAU. Kubas needs 92
completions, 8 touchdown passes, and
1,031 yards passing to break the OUAA
career marks in all three categories. The
records were set by Dan Feraday at the
University of Toronto in the early eighties. Meanwhile, Ptaszek, who already
holds the OUAA record for receiving
yardage in a single season at

865

yards,

needs 11 receptions, 6 touchdowns,
and 176 receiving yards to surpass the
OUAA career marks in all three categories. Should Ptaszek roll up over 446
receiving yards, he will set the career
yardage mark in the CIAU as well.
So Saturday's kick-off" brings with it
many questions. How will the team fare
under the guidance of Zmich? How will
they he affected by the turf? Can Kubas
and Ptaszek rewrite the record books?
Come out to the games and find out the
answers.

"Starving Students"
feed the hungry
AMANDA DOWLING
Cord News
Rahul Raj has found a way to fill hungry stomachs without spending a dime.
Last spring the WLU Business Major,
then in first year, organized a program
that allowed students living in residence

donate their extra meal plan credit to
the hungry of Kitchener/Waterloo.
"I'm a light eater, and I found myself
with a ton of extra cash in my card in
April. I thought, somehow I can get
food to someone," said Raj.
He quickly cooked up a plan.
Students in residence donated $3100 in
unused meal plan money to the cause.
The credits supplied eighty complete
hot Easter dinners to soup kitchens
such as The Working Center, St. John's
Kitchen, and The House of Friendship.
In addition, $2000 worth of bulk food
was donated to the Food Bank of
to

Kitchener/Waterloo.
The meals were delivered personally by Raj who found the task to be the
most enjoyable of them all.
"The neatest thing was going to St.
Monica's house," which is a home for
unwed mothers.
"All of the sudden these girls nished
into the kitchen and were all thanking
us and everything. It was really cool,"
said Raj.

With their less voracious appetites,
it was the females living on campus
that gave the most credit, with donations ranging from five to 100 dollars.
Raj plans to continue with the program
this year with two drives, one at the
end of each term..
He hopes to raise $6200. Once
again this years' not-so-starving students
at Laurier will have the opportunity to
feed people who are starving.
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NEWS

The elements conspired against frosh but
failed to dull their fair weather spirits this
week. Despite rain and cold the 1,350
new
students show tireless enthusiasm.
si

Clark could cause Code
of Conduct commotion
INGRID NIELSEN
Cord News

Russell Clark, an elected Director for the
Students' Union, was convicted of assault July
29, regarding his actions at the Ezra Street
party in April.
Now the Students' Union Board of
Directors must decide appropriate action to
take when a director is convicted of a serious offence.
Currently, there is no code of
conduct for the directors.
The incident took place
on the night of April 22,
1994. Ezra Street in Waterloo
was filled with hundreds of

Clark encountered Kevin Hardy. The two
began to quarrel.
Hardy, the plaintiff in this case, had previously dated an ex-girlfriend of Clark's. There
was a history of hostility between the two.
Suddenly, Clark swung his arm around
with a beer bottle in it. This combination
made contact with the left side of Hardy's
face. Hardy went

The judgepassed a
"short, sharp

sentence".

students celebrating the end
of exams.
"The way it happened, the students just
took over the street," said Superintendent
Paul Jardin. "All we could do as police officers was contain it with numbers ranging
between 400-800 students."
Clark had
drinking excessively that
evening, and was "considered intoxicated", as
indicated by police records revealed in the
court proceedings.
Clark tossed a beer bottle and struck
someone in the crowd. He had accidentally
struck a friend in the head, and quickly apologized. Defense stated that, "people were all
tossing beer bottles."
-

Some tension arose from the

scene,

and

to

the

ground

and started to

bleed.
Clark also sustained minor cuts

his hand.
Hardy was taken
directly to the
hospital for numerous "stitches".
Clark disappeared into the crowd, but was
later identified to police. He was charged with
assault with a deadly weapon. This charge
was withdrawn after the officers decided that
"everyone at the scene was too intoxicated to
be credible witnesses," says Clark.
"When I heard the talk about the incident
during the next few days, on Sunday, I went
to the police station and was subsequently
charged with assault," says Clark.
During the trial, prosecution said, "These
are young people, but they are substantially
mature and well-educated. They must learn
that if they don't hold the rein on their emotions, they are going to jail. A sentence has a
to

pared to the others hut it didn't feel like just
Defense referred to Clark's school curricufour days."
As for Clark's position on the Board, no
lum, his "great level of work for the Students'
Union", and "his great remorse" regarding this motions have been made for his resignation.
incident. Clark has since attended alcohol and
"My hands are tied. There's nothing I can
assessment
and
anger
counseling.
really do," said Ralph Spoltore, Students'
Union president, with regards to the lack of
The judge passed a "short, sharp sentence" of seven days in jail, and probation for code for the directors.
one year. Clark is to keep peace and good
"If someone wants me to resign, they
behaviour, report to a probation officer as should just come up and talk to me. No one
indicated, and to have no contact with Kevin ever approached me. I have only heard
Hardy.
aimours," says Clark.
send
"This court must
the message that
"I paid a price, but more important, I
this is criminal behavior," said the judge.
learned a lot more over the past three months
The sentence was effective immediately, than some people may think."
beginning July 29Clark served 91
hours of "loneliness
and boredom", until
he was released
Tuesday, August 2,
for good behaviour.
tion to fill 1 <one) vacant seat on
"I learned not Want fame, fortune, and the
only from my senrespect of your peers? Then win the WI.IJSU Board of Directors.
a lottery.
tence, but from talkAll members of the Laurier
But if the thought of actually Corporation (yeah buddy, that
ing to the others in
there. I don't think participating in the intrigue of stumeans you) are invited to am for
that's a place where dent politics makes you shiver this position.
For more information leave a
I should be, or and makes you feel so good all
where 1 belong," over then now is the time and note in the Chief Returning
here is the place.
says Clark. "My senOfficer's mailbox located in the
tence may seem
WI.USU office, third floor of
In October 1994, the Election
insignificant com- Council will be holding a by-elecStudents' Union Building.
great potential to set an example."

Attention:
WLUSU by-election
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Big Bag O' Crime, Batman

Holy
Cruelty To Animals
1400 Hrs Tue Aug 2/94
The duty officer noticed that a dog had been
left in a vehicle that was parked at the meters
in lot 13- The officer noted that the dog had
|->een in the car for sometime with only one
window slightly rolled down and that it
seemed to be quite hot in the vehicle. The
owner was located at the library and advised
to attend the dog. She complied.
Cause Disturbance
2230 Hrs Fri Aug 5/94
A complaint was received regarding a number of youths playing soccer in the hallway of
the third floor of Bricker Residence. On the
duty officer's arrival a great deal of noise was
heard coming from the area. The participants
were requested to stop and complied. No
further action was required.

Theft Under $1000
0800 Hrs Tue Aug 9/94
It was discovered that sometime during the
night person(s) unknown had smashed the
glass out of the vending machine in the
Peters Building and removed a number of
candy bars and bags of chips. No suspects.
Break, Enter

&

Theft

1350 Hrs Wed Aug 10/94
The custodian in the Student Union Building

reported a broken beer bottle on the floor
inside the Turret. Investigation revealed that
person(s) unknown had entered through the
northwest door to the premises, forced open
the fridge doors and removed approx. 12 bottles of beer. The door was locked but it was
discovered that the latch would stick preventing the door from being secure. The door
has since been repaired. The investigation is
continuing.

Cause Disturbance
0230 Hrs Sun Aug 7/94

The duty officer responded once again to a
complaint regarding noise in the hallways of
Bricker Residence. He found the same
youths having a pillow fight and knocking on
dcxM's. The youths' chaperon was spoken to
and she assured the officer that there would
be no more such incidents. A final warning
was given.

Accidental Injury
1020 Hrs Mon Aug 8/94
This office received a report that on Aug 7th
an individual who was playing football on
the field by Willison Hall sustained some
minor injuries. The individual jumped to
catch a fcx)tball and landed on the hood of a
vehicle, slid across it smashing the windshield. The injured party was transported to
KW Hospital and treated for minor cuts. No
further action was required by this depart-

Trespass
1820 Hrs Thur Aug 11/94
The contractors at Seagram Stadium reported
that they had asked a male individual who
was jogging on the track to leave. The individual refused to leave until he had finished
his last two laps. On security's arrival the
individual had already left. He was contacted
at his home and advised that should there be
a repeat of this incident he would be chaiged
with trespassing. No further action was
required.
Trespass
0245 Hrs Thur Aug 11/94
While on a routine patrol the duty officer
observed three males enter the constaiction
site at King and Bricker. The site was
checked but no trace of them could be
found. Apparently they exited through the
other side.

Thursday
Ladles' Sight.
No Cover For The Ladies
ALL Night Long
Friday

'

Conrad Residence regarding people play-

ing soccer on the field and basketball in lot 3This was a conference group who had
arrived late and were expending some energy
after a long bus ride. They were asked to
conclude their activities which they did. No
further action was required.
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Saturday

Chris Sheppard Pirate Radio Broadcast
Join us every Saturday as Chris Sheppard
broadcasts live to air on Energy 108
Sunday
Licenced VIP Area

With LLBO Approved ID

The housing office reported the theft of furniture valued at approx $2978.00 from rooms at
Bricker Residence. It appears that the furniture went missing over a period of time during the past month. There are no suspects at
present. The matter is still under investigation.

Attempted Theft
2330 HrsThur Aug 18/94
Officers observed three suspicious youths
standing in front of the coin box at the gated
lot. When they were approached the youths
rode off on their bikes towards King Stand
made good their escape. The coin box was
found to have fresh striation marks and it
appears that an attempt to pry open the box
was made. This lx>x is emptied on a regular
basis.

0300 Hrs Sat Aug 20/94
The duty officer responded to a call from the
Head Resident of 44 Bricker who reported
that he had apprehended two intoxicated
males that were caught attempting to remove
the hinges from the door leading to the
games room in the residence. As the Head
Resident was calling the Security Office the
two suspects fled. They were apprehended
in the bushes on the north side of the Arts
Building. It was established that they were
trying to gain entry to the games room to
make use of the facilities and that they were
registered guests. At the request of the head
resident the two were evicted. No further
action was taken.

0100 Hrs Sun Aug 21/94
An intoxicated male was apprehended outside Willison Hall after a report was received
that he was being noisy and attempting to
gain entry to the building. Investigation
revealed that he was an alumnus of the WLU
football team and was looking for the head
coach as he had nowhere to stay. He was
subsequently taken to a friend's house.

2054 Hrs Tue Aug 23/94

Officers responded to a report of a male individual who appeared to be tampering with
the computers at 202 Regina. Investigation
revealed that the individual was from
Computing Services and was installing a new
line. No further action was required.
Attempted Theft
2345 Hrs Tue Aug 23/94
The duty officer apprehended two males
crossing King St carrying a large wooden
door. Investigation revealed that they had
taken the door from outside the Shamrock
Cafe thinking that it had been discarded as
garbage. The door had in fact been placed
there by contractors renovating the premises.
The suspects were made to return the door &
released with a warning.
Non Reportable MVA
1400 Hrs Thur Aug 25/94

The duty officer investigated the minor accident which occurred involving one of the
construction worker's vehicles and one of the
trucks delivering material to the new Science
Building site.
Theft Under $1000
1510 Hrs Fri Aug 26/94
WLUSU officials reported the theft of two
patio type umbrellas from the Turret. The
theft is still under investigation.

LLA Violation
0245 Hrs Sat Aug 27/94
An intoxicated male was found passed out in
the parking lot at 202 Regina. He was awakened and sent on his way home.

Attempted Break and Enter
0020 Hrs Sun Aug 28/94
Officers responded to a security alann at 202
Regina. On checking the perimeter doors
they found the bottom of the door next to the
receiving dock at the east side of the building
had been bent out approx 8 inches. An interior check of the building was made and all
appeared to be in order. It seems that the
person(s) responsible were not able to enter
the building. PP&P have been notified to
repair the door.

Pina Coladas Margaritas

All Ages Dance Party

Theft Over $ 1000
1615 Hrs Mon Aug 22/94

Suspicious Person

Theft Under $1000
0040 Hrs Tue Aug 16/94
Officers responded to a call from an occupant
in Euler Residence reporting that she saw two
males exiting the rear of Bricker Residence
with two bookshelves. When she yelled at
them they dropped the cases and fled. The
duty officers conducted a thorough search of
the area with negative results. The bookcases
were recovered.

Cause Disturbance

•••

C

at

Mischief

ment.

„ce

Noise Complaint
0250 Hrs Fri Aug 12/94
Complaints were received from hotel guests

Medical Assistance
1737 Hrs Sun Aug 21/94
The security department was requested to call
an ambulance for an injured football player
who required urgent medical attention. He
was transported to KW Hospital and later
returned with a stiff neck.

Narcotic Control Act Violation
0710 Hrs Fri Sept 2/94
The grounds crew supervisor reported finding an 18 inch high marijuana plant in a small
pot at the rear of the Bricker St residence. A
search for other plants was conducted but
none could be found.

BrainFmL.

Theft

Under

$1000
1055 Hrs Sat

Sept 3/94
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$3 with ID
$6 without ID
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unknown had
stolen a 3 foot
high ornamental
church
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Friday night.
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property has
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recovered)

A student's technical manual

ROBERT GLOVER
Cord News
It's OSAP time again.

Student Awards is now handing out
OSAP documentation for processing.
The documents will be distributed at the
Paul Martin Centre until Monday, after
which, they can be picked up in the
Student Awards Office.
With approximately 50 percent of all
students at Laurier receiving some form
of OSAP loans, expect the lineups to l>e
long. There's no sense in waiting any
longer than you have to, so to help cut
down the waiting time, it might be helpful to clo some preparation before commiting yourself to the line.
Make sure your name is on one of the
OSAP lists. If it isn't, it means your form
is nott ready yet. Lists are updated every
Friday.
Once you've found your name is on
the list, make sure you have your social
insurance number with you. If you don't
have your card bring an official tax return
or some other government document.
You'll also need your student ID,
your registration form, and a statement
listing your actual earnings over the summer. If you were accepted for OSAP,
you received a form in the mail for your

employer to fill out. Have it completed
ahead of time.
When you receive your OSAP forms,
tuition and other school expenses are
already deducted. To access the money,
you must go to a chartered bank.
There are a couple of new things about
OSAP to watch out for this year. The
Federal government has announced it
will increase the weekly Canada Student
loan limit from $105 to $165 per week.
The increase will take the form of higher
loan limits, interest subsidies, deferred
grants for students with high debt loads
and special opportunity grants for students with disabilities, high-need /parttime students, and women in certain doctoral studies.
Except for grants to students with disabilities, the government will only start
phasing in the additional increases during
the 1995-96 academic year, so don't put a
down payment on that Ferrari just yet.
The Ontario government has introduced a loan forgiveness program. This
was designed to help ease the pain when
OSAP went from a loan/grant system to a
loan only system last year. Through this
program, when you finish school, you
have six months' grace before you're
required to repay your loan.

TRAIL MIX
By Amanda Dowling

percentage of the total loan owing won't

Corner of
King and
University

have to he repaid. Keep two things in
mind: the amount forgiven depends on
the amount loaned and the number of
terms in school, and it will go directly to
the bank, not to you. The loan forgiveness program applies only to loans given
out after September, 1993If you ain out of money, or the size
of the loan is insufficient, contact the
Student Awards office. There, you can
apply for a bursary and/or apply for an
emergency loan. Bursaries are rewarded
on the basis of need, and unlike loans,
you aren't required to pay them back.
Emergency loans are applied against the
balance; more money borrowed in the
fall means less money for you in the winYou can appeal the decision made on
the actual size of the loan, but appeals do
take a long time to process. Keep in
mind, that die limits are set by the governments involved, not the school, so
screaming at the Awards staff won't
accomplish much. Have patience; you'll
need it.

Christrina Craft, The Cord
Vol. XXXVI, Issue 4, 1993
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Across

keep our sense of humour, because as much as we like our
independence, none of us want to be completely independent.
More than the belongings bestowed on us that crowd the
comers of this house, it is each other's company that will help
us through the school year scx>n to begin. As long as this cozy
house doesn't become claustrophobic, we'll have this newly
formed family to replace the ones we've left behind.

It's smaller than we rememlxjred it. It was probably the excitement of the moment last spring as the six of us walked through
the neatly trimmed dcx)rs, and across the hardwcxxl floors of
the house we were to rent that made us think otherwise.
Perhaps it grew in size each time we described the perfect place
we found to our friends. It's small, but it's cozy, and
most importantly, it's ours. As we move our belongings in and kick our parents out, this fact is Incoming

On-Campus Pub

out payment on the amount you owe. A

We're idealistic now, and on our best behavior. Secretly,
we're all hoping that this peace will last. Tales are told too often
about friendships ruined over dirty pots or unpaid bills.
Hopefully we'll l">e able to overcome all of these difficulties and

A Variety of Thoughts About The Path Of Life.

apparent.
There is so much to move into this tiny place.
Our parents spent the summer stocking us with supplies. Once faigal folks, suddenly spent sizable sums
on their children. We were given more gifts and gadgets each time they came home. Bowls, bed sheets,
book shelves... slowly the paraphernalia mounted,
as if a dowry was being prepared for some absent inlaws.
By lxjstowing us with Bee-mops, and anning us
with Ajax, perhaps they somehow hope to protect
us. Perhaps they'll sleep better at night knowing that
their children are resting a few hundred miles away
Ixstween fabric-softened sheets. Perhaps they did this
because the advice, the dishes and the linens are the
only things they can give us to prepare us for our
first year on our own.
We are on our own for the first time really. Last
year we lived in residence under the University's protective wing with meal plans to fill our tummies, and
a don to keep the peace. Now we are six girls alone,
together. Within these walls we share more than
tcx)thpaste and tuna fish; we're sharing the thrill of
independence. Without parents or dons we go about
our routines, not wildly or recklessly, but independently at last.
As we unpack, we talk, laugh and reacquaint ourselves after a long summer. We'll be up late tonight,
and tomorrow, we'll lx; together again. As the boxes
empty, we are filled with assurance. Slowly, we are
beginning to realize that we're not as alone as we
thought we would be. Strangely, we're finding that
we need each other as much as we needed our parents when we were five. We broke free from our
families only to form another where we least expected it: beneath the roof of this tiny student house.

The

Before the grace period is up, you are
required to contact your bank to work

SIMS: 24" X 36" WALL PLANNER
Continuous 18 week laminated calendar, with
non-permanent marker included, also $14,98!
SIMS: Your BLUEPRINT to Academic
Success THIS SEMESTER!

for the Juciest Order of
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Large Wings
Good Only 5-9pm
Valid until Sept. 15/94
Dine in Only

Available at:

WILFRED LAURIER UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE
75 University Avenue West, Waterloo, ON N2L 3C5

drink purchase necessary
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City to make park out
of "goat path"
HEATHER MUNDELL
CordNews
cut
students who
through the green space across from the Aircl Centre to get home
will Soon be walking the paths of a city park. The City of Waterloo is planning to develop
a new park, tentatively called "Scholar's Green", directly across the street from the Laurier
campus.

The development of the green space is being considered for several reasons.
According to Chris Bradley, the External Affairs Commissioner of the WLU Students'
Union, the development of a park will benefit the community, as well as students.
Furthermore, the project is an environmentally friendly initiative which helps to guarantee
green space in the community for years to come.
Scholar's Green will be bordered by University Avenue to the South, Hazel Street to
the West, Beech Street on the North, and by an existing pathway on the East,
The plans for the park are relatively simple. Says Bradley, the space has "that goat
path cutting through it" where people taking shortcuts have trampled the grass. In the
proposed plans, asphalt walkways will replace the dirt paths that criss-cross the space. A
large circle will be paved where the paths meet in the centre of the park creating a

HEASLY
MARK
PICTURE:

,

speaker's aiea 'fates and flowers will he planted all around the park, and benches will
be installed. The city is also looking at the possibility of erecting an activities board ro
advertise university and community events.
The initial proposal for the Scholar's Green project had a cost slightly over $20,000.
Laurier's Students' Union made a commitment to support this project last year when
President Sean Taylor pledged to donate $2500 to be raised through fundraising initiatives.
Since then, Laurier students have agreed to pay a green fee of 50<t per term into an
environmental fund administered by the Students' Union. On behalf of the External
Affairs Board, Bradley ha.s asked the WLU Students' Union Finance and Building
Committee to set aside $3000 raised through the green fee for the development of
Scholar's Green. The issue will be discussed by the Board of Directors this Friday.
The University of Waterloo Federation of Students is also contributing an undetermined
amount of money to the park development. The City of Waterloo will pay the remaining
development costs, and will also pay for the park maintenance.
It is hoped that the development of Scholar's Green will start this fall, but there are still
tcx) many
variables to ix: sure. Bradley says that the committee in charge of the park is
"now at the costing stage."

SUB expansion a reality
JENN FLYNN
Cord News
Alter four years of plans being tossed from
president to incomer, the Students' Union
Building is finally about to expand. This year
the plans become a reality.
The history of the idea to expand the current Students' Union Building begins back in
1990. The President of the Students' Union
and the Board of
Directors felt it was
necessary to get the
hall rolling for a number of reasons. The

The expansion would increase the size allowing for a higher capacity and enabling the
booking of major bands and concerts.
Over the preceding three years, successive
presidents Nick Jiminez, Christina Craft, and
Sean Taylor moved the expansion project
along.
The financing of the building had to
involve student payments, a certain amount
each term over the
next nine or ten
years.
Before the project could continue,
the consent of the
entire student body
needed
to
be
obtained. In the fall of 1993, Taylor (Students'
Union President 1993-94), and the Board of
Directors conducted a Referendum campaign.
They went to the residences to tell students
about the expansion, held open forums, and

Turret has become too
small to accomodate
the increase in patrons.

building
opened in 1970 when
the University had only
2500 full time students. Tcxlay, Laurier enrolls
over 8000 full time and part time students and
the SUB is, quite frankly, too crowded. The
current building originally housed 14 clubs in
one room. Right now, 58 clubs share that
current

same space.

Expansion would provide for an increase
in space for clubs, special interests groups,
student publications and student government.
The Turret, the on-campus bar whose
home is the top floor of the Students' Union
Building has become a very popular spot for
students and is too small to accomodate the
increase in the number of patrons, therefore
many are turned away or left in long line ups.
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Students' Union was reached regarding their
respective share in the cost of building a $2.8
million project.
Over the past winter, committees planned
and discussed how the building would be
used, what would be included in the design,
and when all of this would happen.
Construction was to begin in April of 1995
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distributed pamphlets.
On October 5, 1993 the students went to
vote and 75 per cent voted YES to expansion.
This is when the project really took off. An
architect was selected, a letter of intent was
drawn up, and a time line was prepared.
Joe Somfay was the architect chosen. The
letter of intent detailed the committees
involved in the entire project, and an agreement between the University and the

and the finished project would be ready by
the following September.
Since then, there have been some other
major decisions and a few changes. Rest
assured, as major shareholders of this corporation you will be kept well informed through
articles in The Cord, information sessions in
Frosh Week, as well as in residence.
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PAULA CLARK
CordNews
Don't know what to do with that creepy bust of Elvis that your ex-roommate left behind?
Or maybe you can't find the perfect spot for the latch-hook rug your great-aunt Bertha
gave you. Well, fret no longer! The city of Waterloo's Waste Reduction Centre has the
solution.
Saturday September 10 is the date set for the region's annual Goods Exchange Day.
Started in 1991, this is the day when cities all over the region hold a giant community
"garage sale". The only thing is, everything is free! Yes, FREE! Residents are asked to
set out their usable, household junk at the end of their driveways with a sign marking
items as free.
Then, people are able to wander about and pick up anything that catches their eye.
Of course, participants of this event are also requested to respect those people who are
holding garage sales and if you are in doubt about an item, ask about it.
The day starts at 8:00 am and by 6:00 pm residents are asked to remove any unwanted items from their driveways. Unfortunately, there is no longer a special garbage pickup after the event. This is due to a municipal budget squeeze which leaves less money
for such things.
In Cambridge, however, residents can be eligible for a landfill voucher worth $15 that
they may use to dispose of the remaining junk. There is also the possibility that
Salvation Army, Goodwill, or scrap dealers will pick up anything they can use.
Kim Kitagawa, the Waste Reduction Coordinator for the region, said that this is a fairly popular event twice a year. "I saw a lot of exchanging going on in May" and she
hopes that the event will continue to be successful. A Goods Exchange Day is held on
the second Saturday in May and September which promotes reuse.
Kitagawa also said that the region hopes that this will help to promote a new "waste
reduction master plan". This would be a five year plan in which a Goods Exchange Day
would occur at the end of every month between April and September.
This plan has yet to be approved by the regional council. If approved, promotion for
the plan will begin next summer.
So, this Saturday, September 10, get your unwanted, but usable stuff out in front of
your house. Go do some treasure hunting of your own. What's the old saying?
Someone else's junk could be your treasure.

There'll be better pickins' this Saturday,
we promise!
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A Calendar ofEvents

I

SeptemberS
Selected works from the Woldemar
Neufeld Collection on display in the Robert
Langen Gallery until September 10th.

ili^i

•

September 10
Shinerama from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. FirstYear students will raise money for Cystic
•

Fibrosis research by shining cars, shoes, eyeglasses, etc. at downtown locations and
shopping malls.
Part-time student orientation, $15 per person 8:15 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. John Aird Center
foyer. Call 884-0710 ext. 4104 for more info.
Orientation for international students 9:15
a.m. to 4 p m. in the solarium.
•
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September 12
Fall Term Starts
WLU fine arts studio instructors multimedia art display. Robert Lmgen Gallery until
October 1.
•

»

September 13
Music at Noon. A free concert in the
Aird Centre recital hall.
•

John

State of the art computer lab opens for
the students in the School of Business and
•

Being a student can be tough, but it does have its advantages, like the no-fee Scotia Banking

Advantage® Plan.

Economics.

Registration for Continuing Education
courses in music appreciation and urban
•

1

It gives you a daily interest chequing account, a Scotia Card" banking card and a Classic VISA card*
We also offer low-interest Scotia Student Loans*
Sign up for the Scotia Banking Advantage Plan before November 10th, 1994 and you'll
automatically get a chance to win an IBM ThinkPad PS/Note 425 notebook computer.
Just drop into any Scotiabank branch for full details or call 1-800-9-SCOTIA.

Scotiabank

%

+

geography begins. Call 884-0710 ext. '4447

for info.
September 16
Auditions for Theatre Laurier's fall production to be held. Call 884-0710 ext. 2882
for info.
•

September 18
Terry Fox Run at Fed Hall. Registration
ixigins at 12:30, opening ceremonies liegin at
1:00 p.m. Call 741-3651 for info.
•

112 The Bank of Nova Scotia licensed user of Mark. Subject to credit approval.
®Registered Trade Mark of The Bank of Nova Scotia. ™Trade Mark of The Bank of Nova Scotia.
*
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McCormick and Porter protest OHIP cuts.

Protest

PAGE

SHELDON

organized
againsttcous

OHIP

PICTURE:

SHELDON PAGE
Cord News
Laurier's Graduate Student Association (GSA) lias
joined forces with the Students' Union to detennine
how students are reacting to the recent cuts to OHIP
coverage for international students .
During this month, lx>th undergraduate and graduate students will he given the opportunity to sign a
protest card concerning the OHIP coverage.
The GSA will be visiting first year grads in all programs and giving them an opportunity to sign a card.
The Students' Union has cards available during Frosh
Week at their infonnation booth and will be promoting the issue at various Laurier events until the end

Does
fabulous
wealth

of the month.
"The card is a form of petition," said Students'
Union VP: University Affairs, Scott McCormick. "It
[the card] is a sounding board. If they [the students]
are against it, we offer them a sounding board."
At present neither the Students' Union or the GSA
has a firm position on the issue.
"We feel it was wrong, the way the government
did it [made the cuts]," said GSA VI 5 : External, DawnMarie Porter. "There are mixed feelings whether it
should have lx jen done or not."
McCormick has not taken the issue up with the
Union's Board of Directors and will refrain from taking an official position until meeting with the Board.
A response of 200 graduate students and 500 to
1000 undergraduates would reflect a negative opinion of the cuts, McCormick and Porter said.
The Students' Union has been involved in the
cutback issue since it was announced this spring.
McCormick met unsuccessfully with Ontario Health
Minister Ruth Grier earlier this summer. "She [Grier]
swept us away like dog food," said McCormick. He
believes that even if there is a good response to the
petition, no action will be taken by the Health
Ministry.
As a result of the cutbacks, international students
will receive no OHIP benefits whatsoever.
Laurier is offering a health care package underwritten by Blue Cross. International students can not
be admitted to a university without having some
form of health insurance.
In comparison to Ontario, McCormick pointed
out that most European countries offer full health
coverage to foreign students. He cited England,
Germany, and France as examples.
McCormick was not sure if the Union was Icxtking towards the upcoming provincial election as a
platform for having the OHIP cuts reexamined.
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IT is POSSIBLE

"

INTERNATIONAL
avoid this elephant, because we had heard
two days before that people last year, that
were doing the same thing as us, had been
killed by getting too close to elephants and
getting trampled.

Learning itnhe

Field

L: They're not like the African Lion Safari elephants. These are real mother elephants.
trying to deal witli

the lack of water.
I: What do you
you got out of it?

feel

L: Experience, not
only in the technical
aspect of media, hut
the cultural experience. When I was in
the rural areas, I saw
people helping peo
pie, just for the people's sake. It wasn't
for any other reason,
like economic or

people, the dedication of the people. We
have this misconception going over there that
the wealthy western countries are the ones
with all the answers. Instead it was striking to
see the dedication these people had to solve
their own problems, and the only thing lacking there was the money. They know what
has to be done, and how to do it.
I: What were some
ofthe trip?

of the more difficult aspects

T: One of the main things was everyone there
was black, and you are white, and you are
suddenly the minority, "Makiwa", as they call
a white person. It was just really strange
being in the minority for once.

whatever. There are

support among peo-

L: You really got to feel what some people
here must feel. We don't really understand.
But in a place like this, you really learn. It
wasn't that you were put down. It's
just...shock. Because the whites are never in
the townships, they are never there.

ple.

Especially to see a white female.

projects going on
that even the govern-

doesn't even
know
about.
I
learned a lot about
ment

T: So we're taking our little detour around,

and all of a sudden this elephant who was
feeding quite contentedly we thought,
decides to turn around and charge straight at
us. Ears flapping, head down, which is a dangerous sign because it means they are quite
serious about what they're doing.
Then there's Catherine and I, who are
standing behind two palm trees, wanting to
take the perfect National Geographic photos,
while everyone is scrambling, and running all
over, and trying to get downwind....finally, we
just had to ain.
L Another awesome experience was the day
we went backpacking up Chimanimani, one
of the most beautiful mountains in the
Highlands. We were to spend the night there.
It was a three kilometre climb straight up the

mountain, and none of us have great mountain climbing skills. We took our time, lots of
picture taking. Beautiful scenery. But after
three hours, we decided no, this isn't enough.
We decide to go higher in search of the
waterfall.

I: How about your
experience Ted?

including everything from dealing with the
realities of International Aid, to a mad,
chargi)ig elephant.
Wanna he a star,too? Please let us know if
you have travelled recently. We would love to
interview yon and shareyour experiences. Call
us at 884-2990, and askforlngrid.

INTERVIEW BY INGRID NIELSEN
Cord international

Why was your group sent to
Zimbabwe? What was thepurpose of this trip?

Ingrid:

Ted: The educational experience, but more
importantly I think it was the cultural

exchange.
Luiza: It's putting into context, what we have
learned for the past three years in Political
Science, and actually going to a country and
seeing what we knew, and realizing there
really is a lot more.

I: Where did you stay in Zimbabwe?
Michelle: The first three weeks were in
Harare, capital city. We were going to school
at the University of Zimbabwe, studying

Zimbabwe

International Development

Studies.

L After that we took a

two

week tour of the

country. We got to see a lot of the different
regions, the highlands, the lowlands....the
main point of this tour was to experience all
the different environmental regions.

T: I worked for ORAP, Organization of Rural
Associations for Progress. They are a grassroots organization, the largest non-governmental grassroots organization in Southern
Africa. What they basically do is outreach programs to try to mobilize the people to do
things for themselves. It helps efficiency, as
well as it empowers people. They work in
areas such as education, food security,
drought relief, you name it. The main thing I
was doing was researching environmental
degradation in the rural lands of Matabeleland
north and south, and niral economics in comparison to the economic structural adjustment

program.

I: What do you think you got

out

of the experi-

ence?

Zimbabwe?
L Field placements were each five weeks in
Bulawayo. I worked at ZBC, the Zimbabwe
Broadcasting Corporation.
I worked as a production manager. I did
two radio documentaries that did air. And
then I worked on a video documentary on
Structural Adjustment, and how this effects
children, specifically their education. I also
worked with a producer from Harare. He was
working on a documentary on drought, and
drought relief. We went into the rural areas,

talked to headmasters, children, administrators, people off the streets. Anyone who was

M: Now we don't want to venture too far
localise there is a bit of a drop off by the
cave. So we just ignore it. We decide to climb
into our sleeping bags to sleep. Just as we
were almost asleep, this creature nins across
our sleeping bags. Katie screams as this big
foot lands on her face, and something runs
across my sleeping bag. It was big
really

big.
L It ended up being a baboon. It had decided to run across our sleeping bags, and actually jumped up on Catherine and Jen's cots.
And we're like, whoa, holy shit!
T: And somehow, I managed

sleep through it, even
though Katie was right beside
me screaming her lungs out.
to

out to the field, it's

L: We were in a cave, lined
up right beside each other,
with a little bit of grass underneath us. We were exposed to
anything. All the elements.

a lot different. You
see people doing

things for themselves. When you
go back to the
classrooms, that's
not the message
you get. It's a real
eye-opener to see
that people can do
things for themselves, that they
don't need the
input from large,
multi-national organizations. Like I
said, eye-opening.

Snakes. Anything.
M: And it was so cold at night.
We ended up sharing sleeping bags because it was so

The whole group on

I: Michelle, how about yourfield experience?
I: If each of you could tell me a little about
your field placements while you were in

L: We were not supposed to be there. We
were supposed to be in the low density, elite,
safe places. But I think I took away a lot
more because I got to see how they lived
there, not just the rich. 80 per cent of the people live in these high density suburbs. They
have a stove and a fridge. It's not that different. Some didn't have phones. I didn't have
hot water. I had to bath outside, and I had to
adjust to that. But it's not that big of a deal.
People here live such frivolous lives, and take
for granted so many things. The people there
communicate with each other so much more.
There is not a clay that goes by that people
don't come to visit. You have to be ready to
have somedays, seven visitors drop in for din-

T: We ended up sleeping in a cave, right by a
waterfall, and we went swimming in the ice
cold water. Later, we were sitting around the
fire, swapping stories and eating, and we
heard this rustling in the bush.

T: It's hard to say.
After reading all the
handbooks, and
then when you go

j

Thefollowing is an interview with Laurier students Luiza Furtado, Michelle Demeyere, and
Ted Dreger, who travelled to Zimbabwe, Africa
as pari of their studies in Political Science and
Development Studies. Join in their adventure,

T: I had someone come up to me and actually
tell me he thought I was a hero because I had
the courage to come out and live in the high
density areas, because I was white.

1 worked for the Adult Literacy
Organization of Zimbabwe (ALOZ). I was
researching the literacy rate of four companies in the area. The recommendations were

top of Chimanimani mountafn in

Zimbabwe.
place.

ner. The hospitality is phenomenonal.

I: How about the other pan ofyour trip the
safari? What sons of exciting things happened?
-

M:

generally having the educated employees of
the company coming to the Literacy
Organization, and be taught how to teach literacy, so they can return to the factories and
set up hours where they can teach others. So
I listened to a lot of different teaching methods, as well as taught a few classes myself
and dealt with conversational english, and the
paper work on the side.
It's a very modest organization. One of the
things I remember most is the sincerity of the

cold, and thank god we did.
I'm afraid of mice, and that
night we had rats all around
our head. These rats were
gnawing at our heads. They
were scurrying all over the

The group starts to laugh uproariously.
T: A BIGGGGGG Bull Elephant. When we
were in Botswana, in the Okavanga Delta,
there was one incident. We were with our
guide, and we had to walk through this
swamp. We had our shoes and socks off,
swishing through the water. There was this
one clearing, and we stopped to look at these
elephants that were off in the distance, about

I: You had rats running over you?
M: Yup.

I: One last thing, what would he your piece
adviceforpeople travelling this way?

of

T: Go with the flow. Don't get uptight. Even
incidents when some people had tilings taken
from them, you have to realize it's part of the
experience. You have to dive right in, and a
lot of times it is sink or swim. I'm pretty sure
that all of us came out swimming.

200 metres away.

Then we hear rustling in the bushes
behind lis. The guide says it's an elephant. So
we decide to walk all the way around, to

Other students included: Toni Chabley, Katie
Damphouse, Jennifer Meade, Kim O'Grady, Steve
Pearson, Catherine Phillips, Zahra Popatia, Amy
Reier, Jennifer West, AlanaYuill.
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News
MAY
Col. Guy Brais, the Canadian Armed
Forces judge advocate in the case of Master
Cpl. Clayton Matchee, said that the soldier
was unfit to be
tried because

of severe brain
damage.

Medical officials say the rare disease, known
as necratizing fascitis, can be caused by the
Group A streptococcus bacterium, a microbe
carried by about 1 in 10 Canadians. Usually it
causes no more than a sore throat. Two
Canadian
women, from
Hull, Quebec
and north of
Toro

Matchee was
charged with

second degree
murder, torture
and negligent
performance
of duty in connection to the
death of 16
year old Somalian Shidane Arone. The brain
damage was suffered after Matchee attempted to hang himself in a holding cell at the
Canadian Airborne Regiment compound in
Somalia. Matchee's case will be reviewed
every two years to determine if charges can
proceed against him.
Four days of voting in South Africa
marked the end of Apartheid and the beginning of a long road back to equality for the
majority of its citizens. Explosions rocked
several voting stations and the counting
prcx'ess was slow and controversial. Nelson
Mandella was eventually named President by
the 400 deputies of the new National
Assembly.
Dr. Jack Kevorkian, the man who assists
the terminally ill in ending their lives, was
acquitted, by a Detroit jury, of helping a thirty
year old man suffering from Lou Gehrig's disease to commit suicide. It was the first prosecution under a 2 year old Michigan law
designed to stop Kevorkian, who acknowledges helping 20 other terminally ill patients
to kill themselves.

JUNE

A UN report ranked Canada as the best
place to live in the world based on life
expectancy, education and standard of living.

However, the report did say that women and
aboriginals did not fare as well as the overall
population. Japan, which topped the list last
year, slipped to third, with Switzerland com-

ing in second.
Using the Hubble telescope orbiting the
earth, two U.S. astronomers found evidence
of a black hole in a distant galaxy. Holland
Ford and Richard Harms detected a spiral of
fast moving gas clouds being drawn toward
the center. The existence of black holes
(objects so dense they create gravitational

fields strong enough to prevent light from
escaping) was hypothesized in 1915 by
Albert Einstein.
Doctors in the English city of Gloucester
said that since Febniary 7 people had been
attacked by bacterial infection that devours
human skin, muscle and organs, killing three
of the victims. Similar cases were reported in
Australia, New Zealand and here in Canada.
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respectively,
are battling
necratizing

fascitis.
The
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resistance as it

tried
expand

to

gay

rights. The most sweeping charter of rights
for homosexuals anywhere in Canada, the
same sex-spouse bill would have amended
55 provincial laws and extended sick leave,
pensions, drug
plan coverage
and

JULY

The Ontario government passed what is
believed to be the toughest anti smoking legislation in North America. The bill makes it
illegal for those under 19 to buy cigarettes,
prohibits the sale of cigarettes in most health

facilities, including pharmacies, and outlaws
the use of vending machines to sell tobacco
products.
Angry soccer fans in Columbia killed
Andres Escabar, the player who contributed
to the country's elimination from the World
Cup by inadvertently scoring on his own net
in a game against the U.S. Witnesses say 3
people surrounded Escabar in a parking lot,
taunted him for his performance, and then
shot him 12 times.
A Toronto judge upheld the firing of a
perfume saleswoman whose employer said
she smelled tcx) bad to demonstrate its products. Sharon Bangle, 52, was fired in 1991 by
Calvin Klein Cosmetics (Canada) Ltd.

other

employment
benefits. The
bill was eventually outvoted 68
to

59, sending

1000's of lesbians and gays
out into the
streets

to

Shaw, a widow with four children. The two
met after they became pen pals in prison.
They married at the chapel at the Maximum
Security Edmonton Institution.
AUGUST

Both French and English Quebecois
appeared to be equally unenthused about the
prospect of an election. For the seventh time
in the past 25 years, a Quebec election will
be a showdown Ixnween the Liberals and the
Parti Quebecois, 2 parties with very different
versions of the future of the province. The
result will affect the entire country. A PQ victory by Jacques Parizeau will bring uncertainty until a provincial referendum on independence is held, which Parizeau promised to be
8-10 months after taking office.
An outbreak of cholera added to the misery inflicted on Rwandan refugees in Zaire.
More than 1 million have died in the equatorial heat of central Africa, with too little water,
food or medicine to deal with a disaster of
this scale. This outpouring of refugees is a
result of a blood bath
lasr
across
April
Rwanda.
Militias,
recruited by the Riling
Huta majority, attacked
the Tutsi minority,
slaughtering an estimated 300, 000 men,
women and children.
After the Tutsi counter-

attacked nearly 3 million Rwandans, 40% of
the population, and
mostly Hutu, fled to
escape the crossfire. In
the last week of July the

protest.
On June 16
Metro Toronto

police constable
Todd Baylis was

gunned down
a
drugplagued public
housing unit.
Thousands of
un iformed
police officers
from
across
Canada and the

Tutsi

at

Jordan's

U.S. stood at
attention outside a suburban
Toronto church

the
during
funeral service.
The
alleged
assailant,
Clinton Gayle,
had

dominated

Rwanda Patriotic Front
set up a new government in Kigali, the capital.
Israeli
PM
Yitzhak Rabin and

eluded

deportation for
earlier crimes.
who
Gayle,
emigrated to
Canada from
Jamaica at age
eight, has ten
criminal convictions from dmg trafficking to
weapons possession. He was ordered to
deport March 1, 1991.

Convicted murderer Colin Thatcher, serving a 25 year sentence for the 1983 slaying of
his ex-wife, JoAnn Wilson, married Bev

King Hussein

signed a historic peace
accord in Washington,
ending a 46 year state
of war between their
countries. This was a
major step towards stabilizing the Middle East.
A team of scientists and technicians,
laboring since June
using dental tools,
scalpels and paint
extracted
brushes,
pieces of fossilized
bone belonging to a
Tyrannosaurus Rex, a
creature that live 65 million years ago. Little is known about the TRex, with only a dozen skeletons having ever
been found.

Meanwhile, back at the ranch...
INGRID NIELSEN
Cord Features
For those of you that leave this institution every year come
April, you are missing out on a bevy of exciting events. NOT!
Actually, life is pretty quiet in these parts from May to
September.
However, here's a few interesting tidbits that kept us entertained this summer.

NEWS
Thursday, April 21 st
Probably the most "exciting" and over-blown event this
summer was the Ezra Street post-exam bash. With over 800
j)eople crowded down Ezra street, imagine the damage that
could have happened? It just wasn't that bad. There was a lot
of broken glass, a lot of noise, and a few scraps with one
requiring a lawsuit.
The hype continued into the summer, as the City wanted
to make Laurier take responsibility for the event, and pay the
damages. Laurier said it was an off-campus event, so foiget it.
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In the end, the compromise involved a $200.00 donation to a

proposed City park. University of Waterloo did the same.

June 27 to July 2

Although there aren't many people at Laurier in the summer, there managed to be a few thieves in the crowd. During
this one week, Wilfs, the library, the geography computer lab,
the Center Spot, and the Second Cup all got hit by vandals.
The test hit had to be die V.C.R. that was stolen from the
library. The equipment had been attached with a cable, which
was severed with wire cutters.
The scary part is, diis is the second V.C.R. to go missing
from the library this year.
Work also continues on the new Science Building. It looks
great, eh? It will be ready to fill with warm ixxiies by second
of this year, complete with new classrooms, lab
space, and an awesome new cafeteria.

semester

SPORTS
Baseball
Never mind the strike, Laurier has its own baseball to keep us
entertained. Although it's not only a Laurier league, it is mostly
Laurier students that come out. Actually, it's mostly Laurier Biz
students since they are the majority around here in die summer.
In the end the Grey team won, sponsored by die Dragon
Palace. Although not known for their humility, they took the
title undefeated.
Even if you're not in Biz, check out die league next summer if you're in town.

ENTERTAINMENT

June 25 to 26
Did you go to Lollapalooza? No, I mean Waterloo's
Lollapakx)za. That would be the annual Sounds of Summer
event at U of W. With another great line up, they featured The
Watchmen, 54-40, Moxy Fruvos and many mote. It's an awesome time, and seems to get bigger every year.

Sports

MAY

Ayrton Senna died when his

Williams-Renault FWI6 collided
with a concrete containing wall at
the San Marino Grand Prix in Imola,
Italy. He had won 41 races and
three world championships in just
over ten years on the Grand Prix
circuit. Senna was 34.
Carlos Delgado looked to be a
rookie sensation for the Toronto
Blue Jays as the 21 year old hit
eight homers before April 19. Those
eight home runs tied a record set by
Minnesota's Ken Hrbek in 1982 for
the most home nins hit by a rookie
in April. However, Delgado cooled
quickly, and as early as May 8 his
average had sunk to .225 with 29
strikeouts. He was soon sent back
to the minors, quelling the early
comparisons to Mantle and Ruth.

JUNE

At the French Open 19 year old
Maiy Pierce appeared to be finally

playoff MVP.
An ugly three-way playoff for
the U.S. open title ended with South
Africa's Ernie Els as the victor. The
victory, Els first in a major, came at
the expense of American Loren
Roberts and Scotland's Colin
Montgomerie. The playoff started
off atrociously with all three golfers
struggling to find the green. Even
though Els put his ball into a bush,
hit a triple-bogey on the second
hole and was four over par as late
as the sixteenth hole, he somehow
managed to win.
The Houston Rockets defeated
the New York Knicks 90- 84 in
game seven of the NBA finals, giving the city of Houston its first
major championship since the
Oilers won the American Football
League title back in 1961. The
Rockets win also spared the rest of
the world from having to hear New
Yorkers brag about having two
championship teams. Hakeem (the
Dream) Olajuwon outplayed his
counterpart
Patrick
Ewing and
a
s
w

rewarded
as
the
series MVP.

JULY
3
year

7

old

Martina

Navratilova,
in
her
22nd, and

free of her fathers violent shadow
as she made her best showing yet.
However, after upsetting top-ranked
Stefi Graff in the semi finals she
ended the tournament on a disappointing note, losing 6-4, 6-4 to
Arantxa Sanchez Vicario of Spain.
On the men's side two Spaniards
battled it out, with the defending
champion, Sergi Bntguera, defeating
Alberto Berasategui in the final.
The Rangers ended their 54 year
old drought by defeating the scrappy, never-say-die Vancouver
Canucks in seven games. The
Rangers looked like they had the
series (they were leading 3-1) and
game seven all wrapped up, but the
Canucks kept battling back.
However, the talent rich and experienced Rangers were too much for
the underdog Canucks in the end.
American Brian Leetch was the

B

last, Wimbleton, was searching for a
10th Wimbleton singles title.
Navratilova made it to the finals
only to lose to 22 year old Conchita
Martinez of Spain.
Leroy Burrell regained the 100
meter world record at the
Athletissima '94 meet in Lausanne,
Switzerland with a 9-85, one second
faster than Carl Lewis's three year
old mark. Between them, Lewis and
Burrell have broken the record for
the 100 meters four times in the last
six years.
Mike Keenan, 31 days after
coaching the Rangers to the Stanley
Cup Championship, quit and quickly signed a deal with the St. Eouis
Blues. Keenan sited his leaving to a
breach in his contract by the
Rangers, who were one day late
with post season bonus check.
Commissioner Gaiy Bettman, forced

to settle

the whole mess, fined
everyone involved, including the
Detroit Red Wings, who were guilty
of negotiating with Keenan while
he was sill under contract. In a

century to throw a perfect game.
Texas beat California 4-0 at The

trade meant to compensate the
Rangers they received 22 year old
center Petr Nedved from St. Louis
for Doug Lidster and Esa Tikkanen.
Brazil won the first World Cup
on North American soil, and an

Rogers'

unprecedented forth title, by defeating Italy in a shoot-out. Exciting
games, large crowds and a strong
showing from the underdog home
team helped to capture the imagination of thousands of North
Americans unfamiliar with the
game.
On July 28 Kenny Rogers, the
Texas Ranger (not the singer),
became only the 12th pitcher in this

Ballpark
in
Arlington
behind
masterfu
p e r 112 or
mance
Rogers it

the firsi
left-handei
to pitch a
perfect game.
August
Azinger
Paul
returned to golf after
an eight month battle with cancer,
playing at the Buick Open. Azinger,
last years PGA champion, proved
Dr. Frank Jobe, who said he had a

Entertainment
MAY
Garth Brooks won Entertainer of the Year award for
the fourth straight year at the Academy of Country
Music Awards ceremony in L.A. The 4, 400 members
also voted Brooks' video We Hall Be Free as test of the
year.
The Crow, from director Alex Proyas, featured
Brandon lee's last film appearance. Lee was accidentally shot and killed during filming last year. The Crow,
based on a comic book, is about a rock guitarist who
returns from the grave to wreak revenge on the thugs
who murdered his girlfriend, not to mention himself.

JUNE
At

the

Cannes

International
Film
Festival, Canadian director Atom Egoyan's
movie Exotica, the Ist
English Canadian film
shown in competition
since 1985, won the
International Critic's
prize. It centers on the
relationship between a
table dancer and her
customer in a lavish strip
club.

JULY
In Forest Gump,
Tom Hanks plays an

Alabama simpleton with
an IQ of 75 who
becomes an unlikely allAmerican hero. The film conjures up nostalgia for a lost
innocence. This is the first film for Hanks, who recently
won an Oscar for his portrayal of a gay lawyer with
Aids in Philadelphia. The win has given Hanks the
power to garner more meatier roles, such as Gump and
the character he will play in his next film, Cmdr James

ninety percent chance of being

cured, correct by battling back to
the golf circuit in less than a year.
Me made six bogeys, shot 76 and
finished better than 12 other
players in the field.
The World Championship
Basketball wrapped up in
Toronto with the U.S. squad
(aka Dream Team Two) scoring a lopsided victory over
Russia. The U.S. soundly
squashed every team they played
in the eight-game, 11 day tournament. The Canadian squad, luckily,
never had to meet up with Dream
Team Two, but they trouble
enough with Greece, Croatia and
Puerto Rico. In the end the host

had to settle for a seventh
place finish in the sixteen team
field.
team

Loveil, an astronaut in distress.
After last years bomb, The Last Action Hero, Arnold
Schwarzeneger retreated into safer territory with Tate
Lies, directed by James Cammeron, who worked with
Arnie on the Terminator series. Tom Arnold also resurrected his career, if it can be called that, playing Gib,
Arnold's partner in the spy game. Much of the movie's
slapstick violence and humor cane at the exjxjnse of
the Muslim villains. Several Islamic groups complained
alx>ut those depictions.
AUGUST
Filling the void left by the Kids In The Hall, who
have left television for the big screen, is another
Toronto comedy troupe, The Vacant Lot. Produced by
Lome Michaels, responsible for Saturday Night Live and
Kids In The Hall, the show
relies on sight gags and dark
twists. The troupe has performed together since 1987.
Granddad Mick Jagger
and the rest of the Rolling
Stones embarked on their
year long Voodoo Lounge
world tour. They kicked
things off in Washington on
August 1, and came to
Toronto August 19 and 20.
Lisa Marie Presley, the
only child of Elvis, secretly
tied the knot with pop star
Michael Jackson last May in
the Dominican Republic.
Only the couple, 2 witnesses
and the local judge were present at the ceremony. The
Presley estate is estimated to

be worth 150 million, and Jackson more than twice
that. Both wanted a private ceremony without the distraction of a media circus. The world did not find out
about the two love birds until August.
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A magic carpet ride
It's a great night. It's a Wednesday evening after night class, and Wilfs is packed. Awesome music fills the air as you
cradle an ice cold beer. But wait, all of this surely pales in comparison to the carpet.
That's right, isn't that the single most important factor to a great evening at Laurier's favourite night spot?
the
You might have noticed that Wilfs has new carpet. Then again, you may not have. This modification cost
Students' Union $1800, "cheap" some say in comparison to the $5000 they usually spend every second year or so to
replace the carpet.
Interesting. Not that Wilfs got new carpet. The old carpet was in pretty rough shape. What is interesting, is the way
in which this expense came to pass.
During this summer's Students' Union hoard meeting, the Union Directors dealt with the budget for 1994/95. Given
less than 24 hours to read and assess the $2.5 million budget, they passed it. Without the carpet expense.
The $2000 cost was cut from the budget by a majority vote of the elected students directors.

Why?
It could be that as of March 1995, the Students' Union building will be under construction. The entire building is
being renovated, Wilfs included. Everything will be ripped out, changed and replaced. Including the carpets.
If that's the case, why would anyone install $2000 worth of new carpet when it will be ripped out in seven months?
After an intense debate, the Directors cut the carpel expense, and the budget eventually passed.
Yet, Wilfs still got new carpet.
A few weeks later, the Operation Management Board met. This board consists of the Students' Union president, the
4 VPs, the Union Business Manager, the GSA president, and the Student Publications president. Only the 3 presidents
and the VP University Affairs are elected by the student body.
It turns out that some people were quite upset that the carpet expense had been cut, namely Will s management.
They felt that the Directors did not have enough information when they cut the expense. They hadn't realized the
importance of new carpet in Wilfs.
The OMB overturned the Directors' decision by a motion put forth by Alison Watson, VP Finance and was seconded by Aileen McPherson, VP Marketing. The carpet was to be installed. The Board of Directors were not consulted
prior to the reversal.
Some of those same directors are quite concerned, and rightfully so. What gave the OMB the right to unilaterally
override the Board's decision? If the new carpet was so important, why wasn't there someone from Wilfs present at the
initial Board meeting to justify the expense? Why weren't these important expenses presented to the Board in time for
them to be fully invesigated?
Although the Directors have the freedom to vote as they see fit, it appears that there are other avenues to have
those decisions adjusted should they be found unsatisfactory.
And then some wonder why the students don't vote. It must be that they're too busy enjoying the carpet in Wilfs.
Editorial by Ingrid Nielsen, Editor-in-Chief.
Hx' opinions expressed in ibis editorial are those oftlx' author

a)

Letters to the Editor

id do not necessarily reflect flxtse ofthe rest qflhe Cord staff, or oj its publisher, W"W Strident Publications.

Are the inmates running the asylum? And
please do not refer to the words used by
Roosevelt and Truman: "Yes, he's an S.O-.B.
but he's our S.O.B." Clean up the act, overhaul the ship. What are these guys doing?
This ship called CSIS is in bad need of a crew
change. Only in Canada, do the bad guys get

rewarded.
G.Trudell

Dear Zditor

In reference to the new look of The Cord, I
would like to say three little words; IIIIIIIIIIII
LIKE IT!!!!!
Jayson "Rambo" Geronx
Dear Editor

Only in Canada would the insanity displayed
by the Canadian Security Intelligence Service
(CSIS) be this apparent. Or is the word
Intelligence necessary just to have a vowel
within the abbreviation. It would seem the "I"
should be replaced by another "S".
CSIS and its predecessor supposedly have
a mandate to investigate any threats to
national security and then advise the government of any discoveries made during those
investigations. Sounds good to me.
However, if past records come into play;
such as paying the Pequiste to spy on them-
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selves, and the recent paying the white racist
Heritage Front in order to solidify their network, it would seem these Intelligence officers pay, but don't know how to play the
game. Instead of investigating security threats,
they are creating them.
Who in their right mind signed the
cheques payable to the founder of the
Heritage Front, Mr. Bristow? The Heritage
Fronf was not even formed prior to Mr.
Bristow being paid by CSIS. Now, the
Heritage Front is listed as this country's largest
and most successful neo-Nazi group; four
years after receiving CSIS funds, and is a
potential threat to national security.
CSIS has.other qualities worth discussion.
In the world of spies, our Government has to
have one of the only unarmed Intelligence
networks in the world. Every spy organization worth mentioning has their officers
armed, but not here, our version of the CIA
has a bunch of guys doling out cheques.
They are armed with chequebook in hand

Letters Policy

and pen ready to appear.

Dear Editor
Excuse me, but I find a recent applicant to
the Canadian Immigration Board, based on

refugee status, extremely irritating.
The applicant in question is none other
than a Mr. E. Zundei. You know the guy. He
has openly defied Canadian laws with respect
to "hate mail" crimes. He has been brought
before the Canadian courts, but was dismissed on technicalities. He has been
charged and served time in his native
Germany for these very same crimes.
Please do not inform me, that the
Canadian government is so STUPID as to
allow a warped historian into our country. He
will use the democratic practice only to fulfil
his fascist reality.

All letters must he signed and
submitted with the author's name,
student identification number, and
telephone number.
AJI letters will be printed with the
author's name. Letters can be
printed without the authors name
only by permission of the Editorin-chief.
Letters must be received byMonday at noon for publication in
that week's issue in print, on computer disk, or via e-mail
(22cord@mach i .wlu.ca)

Letters that are submitted on disk
or via e-mail must be accompanied by a letters release form or a
signed hard copy that is delivered
to The Cord offices.
The Editor-in-chief reserves the
right it) edit all letters for length or

clarity.
Letters submitted must be 500
words or less.

G.Trudell

Letters Due: 12.00 PM Monday

X marks the generation
BRENT P. LANTHIER
Cord Opinion
Generation X: The sociological group of the
North American population born between the
years 1962 and 1974.
Easy enough, right? Not according to the
experts who have labelled this age group.
Supposedly, we (most Laurier students are of
the above age group) are like the typical
Canadian: no identity. Yet, more and more
events, ideas and thoughts are appearing that
show this not to l">e the case.
The first way to define us is to state that
we are not Baby Boomers. That is, the
spoiled, sickenly nostalgic, mid-life crisistearing thirty/forty-somethings that constantly
remind us how it was when they were growing up. Now I know this is a curse that every
generation bestows upon the next, but
Hollywood, the media and Fop Culture has
marketed the shit out of it. Movies like The
Big Chill, 1969, and The Doors make every
man and woman about our parents age go all
misty-eyed and want to break out into song.
In fact, until I saw this summer's Forrest
Gump, 1 refused to rent Easy Rider or anything to do with characters named
Moonbeam or Sunshine or Snowplow or
whatever; it made me sick to my stomach.
Then there is the whole Classic Rock phenomenon. Now, don't get me wrong, Jimmy
Fage is my absolute guitar hero and I usually

have the radio in my truck tuned to Y95, but
I am so sick of hearing how music today is so
loud and it all sounds the same.
Neil Young once said on TV that he
doesn't hear any new bands that are conveying the "Message", and

same people who, in 1994, screwed hun-

dreds of thousands of kids by charging them
exorbitant amounts of money for tickets, food
and water etc. to go see the second
Woodstock.

These were the
original hippies
in
who,
the
Eighties, became
the
cut-throat
business tycoons
who would be
shaking
your
hand as they slit
your throat. Or
they became the
liberal
moral
majority that has
built the repressive political correctness that is stifling freedom of
speech, one of
the things that they so steadfastedly defended
twenty years before.
Generation X is also bitter because of the
economy. The social movements of the time
led governments to spend incredible amounts
of public funds on wasteful practices, leading
to increased taxation. Now, I'm not going to
give you an Economics lesson, but what it all
comes down to is that, when we get into the

that he doesn't see a
bright light for the future
of Rock 'N' Roll. HELLO
NEIL!! Wake up and smell
the Metamucil!
You don't hear the
message

anymore

because the message has
changed. It doesn't say
"Hey everybody! Let's all
get together, smoke a few
J's, and bring the world
together in peace and
happiness!" It says, "Hey
man, I'm taking out people with a shotgun in the
factory where I used to
work because I can't find a fucking job!"
The social activism has changed from the
"Let's change these things that aren't good" to
"I have got to stay sane and fed at the same
time."

Yes, Generation Xers are bitter and cynical. They are bitter because a lot of these ideological types who were at the original
Woodstock and had a good time, were the

workforce, there aren't enough jobs out there
for us. Companies have scaled down, unions
have secured jobs by setting their older workers' seniority in stone, and consequently we
find ourselves heading back to school to
receive more training for skills we might
never get to use, because the only job we
can find is slopping Orange Julius to highschool kids in the food court at the Eaton's
Centre.
So far, Hollywood has tried to latch on to
the idea that we are the new adults, but have
not had much success. The movie Reality
Bites just didn't work, because it was just too

blatantly commercial.
However, one Xer has created some success for himself by writng some of the most
violent movies since Scarface. Quentin
Tarantino has hit it big with True Romance,
Resevoir Dogs, and the new Natural-Born
Killers. These have become cult-classic
movies with university age types, because
they are seen as realistic. Sometimes nobody
wins, and everylxxly gets the shit shot out of
them. In short, they reflect the truth.
So here we are, pissed off and cynical,
not knowing what to do with ourselves. I just
hope that I won't Ix? sitting at home with my
kids screaming at me about how I sold out,
and that all I ever talk about is how it was
when I was a young. Now that I think about
it, I will: just to piss them off.

Overcoming
terrorism on all sides
ALEX MOISEEV
Cord Opinion

Northern Ireland would he
'Anglocentric.' In fact, this NI fea-

Two months ago, there was no hope for
peace in Northern Ireland. Now, with the

unilaterally declared ceasefire by the Irish
Republican Army (IRA) in place, the
prospects for peace appear greater than ever.
With this ceasefire has come a new wave
of media examination of Northern Ireland
and its problems.
The so-called 'Irish Problem' has been
largely misunderstood by most outside of
Northern Ireland, and this includes
Canadians. According to Chris Brazier, editor
of human rights
Newmagazine
Internationalist (NI) which features the Irish
question, the Canadian media prefers to concentrate on 'Third World' issues feeling that

ture

has been stalled repeatedly

since the 1970s by hesitant editors.
More likely though,

Northern Ireland had been
ignored lately, because of the
high degree of exposure which
accompanied IRA bombings of
the 1970s and 1980s. People
simply grew tired of reading
about the issue.
The myths which surround
Northern Ireland must be shattered. The common perception is that the
Irish Republican Anny has bnitally terrorized
Britain, killing scores of civilians. According
to VCEIf..., over 90 percent of the deaths
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Northern Ireland itself. Furthermore, of the
three groups fighting in Northern Ireland
(including the occupying British soldiers and
forces
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loyal to Britain)

the IRA has killed the
smallest ratio of civilians. Of the people
killed by Loyalist forces,
nearly all have been
Even the
civilians.
British army has managed to kill more civilians than IRA soldiers.
Should the British, who
are supposedly protecting Irish Protestants, be
killing so many Irish
Catholics?
The
British
employ the Prevention
of Terrorism Act to curb
the IRA's activities.
Since 1974, nearly 7200
people have been
arrested and detained
for several days without
charge. Only 629, less
than nine percent, were
subsequently charged
with any crime. Such
outrageous police powers only serve to fuel
the hatred between

Protestants and Catholics. According to
to occupy Northern Ireland, the British
required over thirty thousand troops and

y/CElf"

nearly $US6OO million. This does not include
the further $U54.2 billion required to administrate and subsidize the Protestant population.
The disparities between Catholic and
Protestant are so great that the Northern
Ireland Fair Employment Commission reported that male unemployment ran at about ten
percent for the subsidized Protestants and
about 25 percent for Catholics.
Finally,
reports that the border
between Ireland and Northern Ireland is
among the most fortified anywhere at a time
when the rest of Europe's borders have been
essentially removed. At some border crossings are 'automatic bollards:' thick metal
poles, which shoot up out of the ground into
vehicles which have not stopped at the
checkpoint. There have been several malfunctions leading to serious accidents. Is this
a war crime?

The facts of Northern Ireland imply a systematic denial of freedom to the Irish
Catholics by the British. Brazier reported that
as he walked the streets of Belfast, British soldiers drove by with their rifles trained on his
heart. There is a tremendous amount of terrorism and hatred, on all sides, to overcome.
While the IRA ceasefire gives hope to the situation, it represents a commitment to peace
by only one group.
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Looking for the wonder
tell them to shut up (as you would a
stranger), because you feel obliged to listen

HIPPOPOSTHUMOUS
BEATING

them.
This happened last Saturday as Greg,
whom I've known since grade five, hijacked
fifteen minutes of my life to explain the marvels of the "information superhighway" and
how it will benefit humanity.
Within thirty seconds, I had abandoned
cyberspace in favour of neurospace.
Where has the wonder gone, I thought.
Time was, you could get all the infonnation
you needed from your village priest. Now
look..
The air is thick with infonnation. Today,
even the least educated person in this society
is swimming in a deluge of sober facts.
We've been forced to accept the loss of our
personalities (gene mapping), the loss of our
divine descent (theory of evolution), and the
loss of our special status in the universe
(deep-sky astronomy).
to

HORSE

DEA

D.H. KERTH
Welcome to the Cord's new column on religion! Check your preconceptions at the door
and put your feet up.
This column is home to a variety of religious opinions, and a haven for the openminded.
Nobody is out to get any tody here, and
the doors are always unlocked. (That means,
intelligent people with a valid point to make
are welcome to contribute.)
*

�

*

*

»

Friends.
You know what they're like sometimes.
They can ramble incessantly and you don't

I decided that to set such facts aside in

favour of faith is nothing short of blind ignorance. There is no longer room for the wonder and reverence that are the heart of spirituality.
Numbed by despair, I returned my attention briefly to Greg, who was comparing
Pentium processors to the computers on Star
Trek.. Enlivened by the mention of my
favourite feel-good program, my mind cheerfully re-entered neurospace.
After five minutes of re-casting the show
with comic-strip characters (Linus would be
Data), a connection emerged between my
earlier observations and the topic I now
entertained.
What's the big thing about Star Trek?
Sure, it has exploration, adventure, cleavage—all the fixin's for great sci-fi T.V. But
the big thing for me has always been the
aliens.
The major aliens in Star Trek all represent

human traits: the Vulcans are reason, the
Klingons are aggression, Ferengi are greed, et
cetera.

By vesting these non-human attributes in
the form of non-human beings, the show
presents us in a wider perspective: as "the

other".
This practice of conceptualizing "the
other" in terms of human traits has been the
very heart of religion and superstition since
the dawn of spirituality.
This era does have some wonder to
offer—you just have to look. a little harder.
Despite how banal and clinical life gets people still manage to address the essential need
for something teyond themselves.
How anyone can talk for fifteen minutes
about computer networks, for instance, is
beyond me.
By the way, the opinions expressed above
are not neccessarily those of the Cord, Gene
Roddenberry, or anyone else I know.

Controversial content

Inqueeries

WLU community with regards to the lesbigav
community as well as personal insights by
me or by other people as the topic requires.
Most of this insight will be to show what it is
from our perspective with some remainder
being critical analysis of contemporary
events and the rest of it would Ix? best classified as shit disturbing or shock therapy. Of
course, I expect that this column will not be
to the likings of some people, but they are
not the people whom I am writing for.
Some of this column will l)e for community stuff as well. For example, these two
points which I want to make now so that

by Gary van Lingen

Yes folks, it is time once again for a controversial column to show up in your beloved
(or soon to be beloved) Corel once again.
This one is about being gay, lesbian or
bisexual in this world at this particular time
and institution. My purpose is to provide a
little insight into what is going on in the

those readers who have the need of the
information, it's here.
First; Queer bashing, verbal harassment
and any other attack upon any student, staff
or faculty at this university by reason of sexual orientation is explicitly forbidden under
the Sexual Harassment policy. This applies to
everyone equally and all members of the
university community are required to adhere
to said policy. This means we don't have to
take any shit from anyone while we are
here. If you have problems, approach someone you taist (be it your Don, security personnel, a professor, or the Sexual
Harassment Officers).
Nip the problem in the bud while you
have the chance. If you don't feel that this is
possible, at least find someone sympathetic
to your situation...which brings me to my
next jX)int.

Second; While the student gay/lesbian/bi
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Other Systems and Configurations available

here.
They maintain a peer line 884-4569 and it
is staffed from 7:30
9:30 on weekday
nights. It may be sporadic during the first
few weeks of school until volunteers are
found and trained, but the taped message
has information about local places if you
need help.
So here's hoping we have a wonderful
year together, and that someone learns
something from our collective ramblings.
-

Microsoft Office v4.3 Pro

visual Baste
Publisher
Access V2.0

_

group here may be next to non-existent,
unless you want to help keep it going, the
group at Uof W is more active and can offer
an opportunity to find release from pressures

vao

$229.99

£3999

$109.99
$99.99

$139.99

*

WLU Health Services

MARY ANN CLARKE
That's right! We want you in sickness and in
health. Why? Because the staff in H.S. is
always ready, willing and able to he there for
you, our students.
Many first year students are away from
home for the first time. University life can be
scary all these new faces, a new bed, new
routines, you don't know where you're going
or what's expected of you. It can be an overwhelming experience.
As you begin your new independence and
responsibilities at university, you may fin the
medical system intimidating. Believe it or not,
some students find the whole idea of going to
a doctor frightening. We'd like to eliminate
that. Your secretaries, nurses and doctors are
here to help guide you through the health
care system, so you can obtain the utmost in
health care.
Our location in the Student Services
Building is not easy to find so start providing
around campus. When the time comes
throughout die year when you need us, you 11
know where we are.
Be sure to visit our Health Services info
booth in the Concourse in September, where
we'll provide information on our services
along with a friendly "hello". We're here for
you in sickness and in health.
-

-
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Cardinal 14.400 fax/modem
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Boca 28,800 fax/modem
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Panasonic CD-ROM
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$319.99
420 Meg Hard Drive
$429.99
540 Meg Hard Drive
$79.99
16 Bit Sound Cards from
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Diskettes 1.44 Pre-formatted
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Waterloo, (across from
Good Life club)

Your Computer Source
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Truly special Olympics
FARM

GREG SLOAN
With the baseball strike in August sports fans
were searching for something, anything, to
fill the void until the NFL football season
started. There was the C.F.L., but the fast
paced action threatened to give baseball fans,
used to about ten seconds
of action in a three hour
game, cardiac arrest.
The
World

of
Championship
Basketball tried valiantly
to keep the strike off of
the minds of sports fans.
However, seeing the U.S.
team destroy the squad
from China by over 50
points was about as exciting as watching re-ains of
the Partridge Family. The
clashing of Dream Team
li s egos was far more

before you had to be
done I before you could
start wailing away. Our
team was doing okay
until we seemed to hit
a black hole, sucking
up seconds at a fast
rate. Actually, it was
only me, missing the
nail and hitting the
wood at a high fre-

exciting than most of their

matches.

quency.
When I finally
did get a good hit on
the nail, it folded over
like a house of cards. I

So what were fans

desperate for sports action
to do? There were those
who, with no where else
to turn, sweat covered
and delirious, resorted to
the last option left to
them. It gave these sport
junkies a quick fix, but
they didn't feel good
about it in the morning. Some were even
ashamed to show their faces around the
office for days. They wanted no one to know

their
shame. They had actually watched network
coverage of a golf tournament. And enjoyed
it.

Well, sports fans in my neck of the woods
did have a respite from the vast emptiness of
the August sports schedule. One bright
Sunday afternoon Kent County residents
were invited to the Ridgetown (pop 3300)
Fair, where they could enjoy the familiar
objects such as Cotton Candy and the Tilt-aWhirl. However, this Sunday afternoon
promised something a little more special. The
annual Farm Olympics.
Now these Olympics might not have had
the funding of an event like the Goodwill
Games, but at least the pool water here was
not a bright shade of pea green. Actually,
there was no pool. There was a large water
tank meant for the horse show being held
next dcx)r, but more on that a little later.
My team, the Corn dogs, battled three

began to wilt under
the pressure. Now 1
knew how a basketball
player felt at the free
throw line. A quarterback at fourth and
inches. All eyes were on me, and I choked
under the intense scmtiny. We finished last in

wheel barrow, and pushed over a ramp into
the barrel.
I was chosen to be the man who scooped
the water, so I took off my shoes and socks
and jumped into the tank. Now that was
refreshing. The water had only been sitting
there all weekend, stagnating in the hot sun.
It felt really great when the guy I was in the
tank with dumped his water bucket on my
head. I had to remind myself that, as much as
it felt like it, this was not Like Ontario. After
all, there was no beer cans or used syringes

floating by.
We won, "despite having a hole in our
garbage can. We were ecstatic. From out of
nowhere we had come from behind to beat
the defending champs. We filed onto the
stage to collect our booty, which was a hundred dollars, a trophy, and medals. For a
brief moment I imagined I was Luke
Skywalker, fresh from destroying the death
star and being given the highest reward in
the galaxy by the beautiful princess whom I

core.
So sports fans, take heart. Baseball or no
baseball, there were ways to keep yourself
amused during the dog days of summer. You

may not consider egg tossing or tug o' war a
real sport, but at least the Farm Olympians
weren't being paid a few million to chew
tobacco and scratch themselves. Most would
have done it for free. And that's the view
from the farm for this week.

So, you wanna have your
very own column...
1. It should have an unique message. As much as we would love to am everyone's
view of the world, space is confined. Get a topic.
2. Present four examples of your column to the Editor-in-chief, Ingrid Nielsen. These

should reflect the content and style the column will contain.

3. The editorial board will then read and vote on each column. No column will be
turned down, but instead returned with suggestions for improvement.

4. Due to limited space, some columns may run every other week or once a month.
This way we can bring more diversity, and make it a little easier on the writer.
We love to have new, topical columns that atvn't afraid ofcontroversy, but who want
to do more than just piss off the musses.

the event.
We managed to redeem ourselves in the
next three events, taking first, second and
third place, respectively. We then surprised
everyone with a second place finish in the
tug o'war. Now with one event to go we
were only one point out of first place. This
was the mystery event, which turned out to
an elaborate game of bean bag toss. The designated thrower hurled sponges over the
high jump pole and into tomato baskets that
were tied to the backs of the rest of the team
members. Besides getting wet and muddy we
also managed to win the even quiet handily,
setting up a sudden death tie breaker
between us and the defending champions,
Outstanding In Our Field.
This brings us back to the huge water
tank meant for the horses. The two teams
were to go head to head, seeing who could
fill up a garbage can with more water. The
H2O was sccx)ped out of the water tank with
a bucket with holes in it, dumped into a
•

WLU STUDENTS!

•

Fall/Winter 1994

•

Positions Available

•

Hamburgers
Sandwiches
Fajitas
Lasagna
•

Applications will be accepted until
September 22 in the Human Resources
for Fall and
Winter student positions available on
campus.

Department

love and don't yet realize is my sister. I
snapped back to reality, and it was a two
hundred plus burly farm boy, and not the
sultry Leia, who was handing me the trophy.
We posed for one picture (the photographer,
obviously prepared, had only two pictures
left on her film).
The only thing that darkened an otherwise bright moment was one of the other
competitors telling me he had urinated in the
water tank before the Farm Olympics began.
Tnie or not, looking at the guy, it planted an
image in my mind that frightened me to the

(232 King)

Please note: Applications for some
positions are due before September 22.

•

•

•
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Roast Beef

Stroganoff
Chili
Prime Rib Bones

Vegetarian items

Suds

from

$1.60

Also: old-fashioned milkshakes and floats, unique desserts!

Next to UW in the University Shops Plaza
170 University Avenue
WATERLOO
888-9017
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VIEW FROM THE

others for the title. Now, our team had one
objective as we started the competition: don't
finish last. That mission priority seemed in
jeopardy after the first two events. The first
was the bale toss, with four big hulking men
throwing a straw bale over a high jump pole.
Our team representative for this event, Mark,
was actually from Toronto and had never
touched straw before in his life, let alone
thrown a bale of it. However, for the love of
his girlfriend, and to gain a fragment of
macho pride, he allowed himself l:>e talked
into competing. He did well, finishing third.
One event down, and we weren't in last.
However, the nail relay soon rectified this.
Five nails were in place on a log, and the
team must hammer
these in while racing
the clock. There being
only one hammer
meant that the person
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The other sexual assault
after me (I'll call him Dick) took full
advantage of my loneliness, plus my fear of
being used and abused. One line he fed me:
"No, I do not want you to sleep with me
because you feel obligated, but because you

NAME WITHHELD TO PROTECT THE
IDENTITY OF THE MINDFUCKER

went

CORD OPINION

How are first-year students vulnerable?
In many ways. For most, it's your first
time away from home, and all the security
that implies: your parents, friends, things
you know and tmst...it's easy to see how you

really want to. Now, if I were like other
guys, I could l~>e saying yes, feel obligated,
but I'm not."
He knew that women today are far less
likely to put up with being pressured into
having sex. Lines like "if you really loved
me, you'd do it" just don't work any more.
They're too obvious. And it's much easier to
say no to an obvious request. But by saying
that I was under no obligation to have sex,
Dick just made me feel more obligated —convincing me I was being well-treated by constantly reminding me of the fact. Now however, I realize that a tnily considerate person
doesn't need to brag about it. Something
else Dick said along the same lines:
"Any other guy would be raping the hell
out of you."
Can you say guilt-trip? Strange...l thought
that it was a woman's right not to be dateraped, not a privilege. I shouldn't have had
to be grateful to a man for not hurting me.
When I confronted Dick about just being out
to "do a virgin", he replied:
"Do you know how many virgins there
are on campus? If 1 wanted to, I could easily
pick one up at the Turret, or Wilfs.."
Right. I suppose he fancied himself the
consummate stud, with virgins from all over
lining up to be serviced. Well, where's the
challenge in "doing a virgin" who's out to
lose it anyway? That's no fun. Someone like
Dick would much rather have the satisfaction
of slowly breaking down your resistance,
willpower and strength. Like this line he
used to justify sexual acts:
"It's my way of showing you that 1 care
about you."

might wind up feeling somewhat isolated,
and lost. And it's adding to insult to injury to
watch other frosh who seem to pick up
friends like a cheap suit picks up lint.
"What's wrong with me?" you wonder. "I
must be the only one like this. No one
understands
I'm thinking about my own experience
last year as a first-year student. If the university awarded cash prizes for the most nightmarish first-year imaginable, I wouldn't have
to worry about tuition fees.
No, I wasn't physically raped. I didn't get
sucked into a physically-abusive relationship,
either. I'd heard endless warnings about all
that, and thought that I was safe even
though I was a virgin who'd never even so
much as held hands with a guy. So what did
happen to me? I was mind-fucked.
To some, that term might seem vague,
unfamiliar, like the name of a just-discovered
disease. Well taist me, what you don't knowmost definitely can hurt you, and you need a
lot more than a condom to protect yourself.
I realize that young, inexperienced
women aren't the only ones who can be subjected to this form of mental rape. It can
happen to men, too, under different circumstances. But for this piece, I choose to
describe it from the female point of view,
based on my own experience plus the per"

-

spectives of other women I know.
How does a mindfucker operate? Simple.
He figures out what you wart and need and
pretends he can provide it. The one who

Andretti Racing

-

tcx)

much."

—

Yes, I know, that line in print seems so
cheesy and manipulative that even the most

naive woman can see right through it. But
there's a big difference between reading
something and having it said to your face,
with all the sweet, sincere glances and tone
of voice. And since it is such a nice thing to
believe, 1 almost did, against my better judgment. Like Dick's other let's-go-all-the-way
classic:
"But that's something I want to share with

you."
Share what, 1 wanted to know. Even
worse than that one:
"If you would lose your virginity with me,
will
treat it with the honour and respect it
I
deserves."
Anybody can say anything to get what
they want, but that does not make it so. Like
this other Dick declaration:
"1 worship women."
Indeed. Beware of the man who pretends to lie a "feminist." The only parts of
the movement which appealled to Dick were
those that granted a woman the right to be
sexually free (translation: open for business)
and financially independent (translation:

Mortal Kombat II

Fifa Soccer

r

I in.
MiStm

TAITO

"He knows exactly what women want
no sleazy pick-up lines, nothing obvious. He
always makes the initial contact seem accidental, and he comes on kind of shy. He's a
great listener, and he's big on eye contact.
He'll baish against a woman's hand and pull
back quickly, say excuse me, but look in her
eyes as if, to his surprise, he was deeply
affected by the touch. And he's big on the
heartfelt confession —'I've never felt this way
before,' I've never met anyone like you.'
Can you blame the women for thinking
something special is happening?"
Think about it: honest and genuine men
could never put on such a smooth and polished act. No man can automatically know
all the right lines if he hasn't honed it down
to an empty performance. He is, as a friend
of mine said, "just out to fulfill his fantasies of
being Prince Charming." And some, like
Dick, are so good that they even manage to
deceive themselves. But that doesn't mean
they have to succeed with you.
The opinions expressed in this article are those
of the writer, and do not necessarily reflect
those of the Cord staff editorial hoard, or an y
member of Wilfrid Laurier University Student
Publications.

honoured!"

NBA

jungle Book

waltz. Dick often bemoaned his lowly status,
went on lengthy pity trips, and spoke of
being "unworthy" of love. These sob-stories,
I later realized, were simply shallow and
manipulative attempts to win my sympathy
and make me feel obliged to "rescue" a poor
lost soul.
Lkit perhaps the best description of Dick's
type appeared in the April 1992 issue of
Glamour magazine, where a sophisticated,
experienced woman described similar experiences of her own, and quoted a male friend
speaking of a "Dick" she knew:

In other words, I'd done so much already,
so why not "go all the way"? Be waiy of this
ploy and also of the fact that non-intercourse
activities such as performing oral sex (one
point at which I did draw the line) can also
transmit disease. Still, Dick's ultimate goal
was the ultimate act:
"If you would sleep with me, I would be

World Series Baseball

Double Dragon

able to sponged off of).
Also beware of the old "I'm-not-worthy"

Wish 1 hadn't fallen for it. There is more
to being used sexually than intercourse like
preserving technical virginity while doing
everything in-between. Though this behavior seemed safe, it was later used against me:
"You're not a virgin anymore. You know

?*
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Flexible hours. Meeting 7:oopm, Mon. Sept.
12 at St. Mike's School on University Ave.
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across from W.L.U.
or contact Bryan
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Homework Helpers Needed.
Big Sisters requ,res students to tutor week'y
elementary/highschool youth having academic difficulties. Orientation training on
Wednesday, Sept. 5. Limited registration of 25.
Call 743-5206 to register ASAP.
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WE NEED BIG SISTERS
Are you 20? We need you!
Are you 30? We need you!
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Birthright for a free pregnancy test and a follow up support. 578-3990.
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kitchens, washer/dryer. Close to universities.
Downtown, Beer Store, Liquor Store. Call lan
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Coaches needed to volunteer for Adult
Special Olympics in Elmira: Power Lifting,
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Rythmic Gymna stics, Floor Hcxlcey. Contact
669-5606.
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While supplies last.

YOU CAN HAVE A CLASSIFIED, TOO!

Students and Alumni: $0.15/word. Non-Students: $0.20/ word. Bolding, italics and underlining add $0.05/word.
Deadline: Noon Tuesday for that week's publication.
Where: Drop by the Cord on the third floor of the Student Union building. Cash only basis please.

located in the Concourse of the
rts

9lf you mailed in your opt-out form...
...you are required to visit the opt-out booth located in the Concourse.
You must sign a waiver form releasing the Students' Union from all
responsibility for your opting out.

ineligiblefor opting out, and
you don't getyour money back.

If you do not do this, you are

For more information,
contact Charlene or Scott at 884-1360
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"The AUD" in Kitchener.

Thursday, October 13th.
Tickets $10.00 including bus to and from
Laurier. Call 885-3462.
•
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Oktoberfest Tickets
University Ni 8 l«

Help wanted We're looking for people who
want to earn extra money in their spare time
•
on w
Wednesday evenings
h delivering the
W7
Waterloo Chronicle in areas around the
University. Please call 886-2830, 9:ooam to
s:oopm and ask for circulation.
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Student Banking Advantage

MASCARA

100 off

Valid at Shoppers Drug
only
s Mart, Waterloo Town Square
"i
Coupon expires Sept. 30, 1994
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NO FEE BONUS PACKAGE
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No charge chequing account with daily interest
No fee Classic Visa Card*
Automated Banking Machine Card

Scotiaßank Your Student

Banking Headquarters
Scotiabank
Waterloo Town Square
Full details at branch
Telephone 886-2500
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SCOTT STINSON
CORD SPORTS

TI1e 1994 fcx>thall season is one of first~ for the Golden Hawks. TI1e first season of artificial
turf at Seagram Stadium. The first season for r.ew Head Coach Rick Zmich. Lastly, it is tl1e
first season of a new venture with tl1e Big Brotl1ers Association of Kitchener-Waterloo Inc..
TI1c Hawks will host about six special events a year for hoys waiting for a Big Brotl1er and
individual players will also participate in other association events. It's the kinder, gentler
Golden Hawks.
Quarterback Bill Kubas heads tl1e group of ten players who have been fonnally screened
and approved by the assOciation as supervisors for events. At an August 23rd press conference to announce the new program, Kubas expressed his desire to fill a void in the young
boys' lives through involvement with Big Brothers. With two younger brothers of his own, the
Laurier co-captain figures he has plenty of helpful experience.
Coach Zmich, who approached Big Brothers
about getting his team involved, says the team's
involvement with the association is an expression of two commitments Laurier makes - to
help its students develop as whole, rounded
persons and to be active in the community.
Irene Caul, executive director of the local
Big Brothers organization, point~ out tl1at Hawk
players are ideal Big Brothers not only because
the boys look up to them as heroes, but
because they are university students. Getting a
solid education is one of the key things that the
association encourages in the lives of the Little
Brothers.
As the team and the association launched
the beneficial new program, one thing was
clear. With Kubas and teammates in the fold,
the term "Big" Brothers is much more literal
than it used to be.

30 YEARs

Hawks

tosoarl

LaurierS MenS Varsity season about to kick off
PETE ROBINSON
CORD SPORTS

The coming of the new school year brings
with it the inevitable start to a season of varsity sports at WLU. The fcx>tball Hawks will
have training camp in full swing by Lalx>ur
Day weekend, with the basketball and hockey teams arc starting shortly
thereafter.
The football
program will be
entering its first
season with Rick
Zmich at the helm.
The offensive wizard
summed up the status
of his new team stating that they "will definitely be entering a
new era".
That new era is a
result of the fact that
long-time head coach
Rich Newbrough has
stepped
down,
handing the
reins over to
his
former
assistant.
Also, the Hawks are
entering a period with noticeably
younger players on their roster. The
younger lineup is a result of players graduating while some have moved on to the
Canadian Fex>tball League.
Zmich expects 70 to 80 per cent of his
players to be first or second year, noting also
that with some key people returning at
important positions, he expects to have a
gcxx.l team. Those key people come in the

form of fifth year pivot Bill Kubas and fifth
year offensive tackle Mark Ferguson. It also
appears as though slothack Stefan Ptaszek
will be back afier an ii1jury cut shc)lt his training camp with the B.C. Lions. The talented
offensive unit also returns Peter Hwang, Brian
Niemy and Zach Treanor. On the other side
of the ball the Hawks expect to return linebackers Mike Cheevers and Gerry Smith.
Those two along with lineman Paul
Stoppenbrink should lead tl1e Hawks defensive unit.
The rookie head coach also feels that he
has assembled a quality recruiting class
that in time could equal the banner year
that he put
together in
1 9 9 3 .
Zmich points
out that "it's
imJXlrtant not what
rookies contribute in
their first year hut where
they will stand a year
from now". He added
that he expect~ up to a
dozen recruits to contribute during their stay at WLU.
As far as the football
Hawks are concerned, tl1e
installation of turf at
Seagram Stadium and the
schedule that will see Laurier
play there five times in '94 has
Zmich excited about what tl1e new year will
bring.
After a heartbreaking season that saw his
team lose several dose games to some quality
teams, Men's Basketball coach Gary Jefferies
expects his young team to be more competi-

tive in the upcoming y·~ar. A key addition to
his lineup will be the arrival of local product
Tony Weiss. After sitting out a year after
attending Bryant College in Rhode Island,
Weiss stands to inherit a starting guard position. Shawn Roach will return for his final
season, and OUAA rookie of the year Peter
Kratz will provide the Golden Hawks with a
strong nucleus.
Two transfers, David Moore and Jim
Tcx>le will provide experience to a still very
young lineup. jetleries also expect<> in-house
players Dan Pace and Rico Medeiros to push
the starters for playing time.
Coach Wayne Gowing's Men's Hockey
team appears to be somewhat of an
unknown at this point. The Hawks will

return their top line of Ryan Merritt, Chris
George and john Spoltore, however, many
questions remain. A number of players from
last year's squad may not be returning in
order to concentrate their efforts on their
studies.
One area of concern is in net, where the
Hawks have been victimized by some poor
goaltending in their past two playoff runs. At
this early stage, none of the netminders from
the nineteen-win team of a year ago are
expected to return.
Overall, the 1994-95 year at Wilfrid Laurier
is sure to be an exciting one. Of course, all
incoming frosh are encouraged to come FLY
HIGH WITII TilE HAWKS in the coming
months and years. See you at the games.

sportsBRIEF
FOOTBALL SEASON OPENER
The fex>tball team begins their quest for
the Vanier Cup this Saturday against the
York University Yeomen. Game time is
4:00 PM at ~agram Stadium

MEN'S SOCCER TEAM
Anyone wishing to try out for the lnl'!n's
soccer team should call team coach Tonyu
Lea at his home (747·0048) or Copt;~ct
assiMant coach Darry Lyon in the
Institutional Relations oflke (ext. 3069).
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INGRID NIELSEN
C ORD SPORTS

Twice in my life have I ever felt so ill.
The first time involved an Asian flu,
and the second an endless stream of
tequilla shots.
l3ut this time was different. This
physical punishment is supposed to be
good for me. It means I'm pushing my
body to the max. Work it, baby. Work
it. Ten more push ups, 20 more sit ups.
Runitout.
I've started boxing.
Now the first question you are
going to ask me is, "So have you hit
anylxx.ly yet? Huh? Huh? Have ya?"
Popular question. I'll get to that

170 Universily Ave.
Next 10 UofW
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later.
We walked to boxing the first night,
not quite sure what to expect. Would
Eye of the Tiger he filling the airwaves,
with big, muscular power houses
pounding the bag and sweat spraying
across the room? Would they grab us
and throw us in the ring that night, to
face a super tall blonde with a menacing blue-eyed stare' My nose! Please
don't break my nose!
Actually, we ended up walking inro
a church. The training sessions are held
in a church auditorium in downtown

guys that were already there were
stretching or shooting a few h<X)ps. I
was relieved. I mean how nasty could
they get in this guy's house?
That relief was held for a little while
as we were greeted by the man we
had spoken to on the phone. He
smiled as he saw us quietly slip into
the gym.
"Hi. I'm glad you two showed up,"
said Shawn.
A few words were mentioned
about women in boxing. To tell the
truth, I was really concerned about
how I might be recieved in this setting.
Would there be other girls? Do they
think I'm just llying to pick up museu-

seeking out?
"Flip over. 20 push ups."
Like I said, the guys are really go<xl
alx)Ut having a woman in the crowd,
so when I did women's push ups, no
one said a word. What do you want? I
am a woman. Yeah, yeah, I'm working
on it.
After the sit ups and push ups, and
more running, we got into a circle for
stretches. l11is part was okay with me,
but the pain was plainly visible on
most of the guys faces. I just saw it as a
wonderful escape from more running.
l3y this time, 1 was hot. And sweaty.
Really sweaty. I mean I smelled. June
was hitting us w ith it's full humidity,
and the only air conditioning was a
second-floor door propped open with
an old wooden chair and my dripping
lxxly hanging out periodically.
Guess what? Then we started to
skip!
You know those cute little girls
skipping in the sch<x>l yard for hours
on end? l3e afraid. They are actually
Arnold Schwarzenegger in the making.
Skipping is hard, blocxly hard. First you
lar guys' Will they be frustrated when have to master the co-ordination of
I'm not as physically strong, or as actually turning the rope and jumping
adept at pounding on someone?
over it, without either stringing yourself
"l11ere's a lot more women boxing up or slicing your shins off. This is
these days. 1 was down in l3oston the much more difficult than it sounds.
other day, and man, they're good!" said
Then there's the sheer endurance
Keith, another trainer, with an appre- factor. We were skipping for 3 minutes
ciative smile.
on, and one minute off, for about 10 or
1 can honestly say that even though 15 minutes. Rough, really rough.
1 am the only girl there , 1 don't feel
That was the warm up. Now for the
looked down upon at all. Now they boxing.
probah!y don't ask the new guys
I have been mostly learning f<x>twhether they arc there to "actually box, work in the few months I have been
or just work out and pick up some self training. Boxing is not just a matter of
going in and throwing punches. There
\'\Tong. Overall, when it comes to train- really is technique, and strategy, and
ing, eve1yone shares the pain, well ... punches. But well-planned
male or l~male. And everybody punches.
sweats.
Being tall and lanky, my build is
We had talked for long more of a "boxer" than a '·puncher".
enough. Shawn motioned to the TI1at means more moving around and
few guys who were starting to speed, rather than. deathly blows. Fine
by me. Moving away from the punchrun around the gym.
'join in."
es. Got it.
Round, and round, and
So far I have learned a few combiround, and round .... We ran hack- nations, such as a "one-two", jabs, and
wards, forwards, sideways, punches. 1 haven't been sparring yet
jumped up, jumped back, jump- so I haven't actually hit someone yet,
ing jacks. crossovers, cross the and that's also fine by me. There is so
other way, run it out. Run. run. much more to lx>xing and training, that
run. Cardio is really important. Or I am kept more than busy without
so I told my stomach, as it tried to adding extra nose insurance to my pollaunch my lunch up my icy.
esophogas.
The first time I put on wraps, that
My favorite move is the was cooL Wraps are long straps that
squats. Squat down. Now run for- you wrap around your hands to prowards. 13ackwards. Sideways. tect them when you punch. The trainer
Nm\· keep squatting and jump had decided I was ready. He sta11ed
forwards. l3ackwards. Sideways. talking about moves I'll be learning like
Now acknowledge the ... PAIN.
a "left lHX>k" and a "right upper cut".
I was seriously starting to feel Cool. Very cool.
ilL
"Hit my hand. Go ahead, pund1 it."
"Drop for 20 sit u ps."
Hey, this isn't like pull my finger, is it?
Not too bad - the first two
All in all, I love boxing, or at least
times. After the third time down, I training to hox. So what I'm the only
was starting to wonder just why it girl! I'm there to work. My father thinks
is that women don't often partici- it's a pretty g<Xx.l idea, except l(>r the
pate in these sports. Is th is pain actual fight ing part. My mother doesn't
something I should he actively quite acknowledge my new interest,
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . a nd my best frien d's mother has
decided that, "yes, that girl is truly
weird." My girlfriends all tell me that
I'm a real woman of the nineties,
and my boyfriend seems to find it
sexy. As for myself, well, I'm quite
proud.
Not that I'm learning to hit someone. I really don't care if I ever
actually fight. l3oxing has given me
a new confid ence, not only physically, but mentally. Just so long as r
continue to work out and enjoy my
new sport, the tighter thighs and a
m ean left-hook are only added
lxmuses.
However, I don't recommend budding in front of me in Wilfs fO<xl
220 King St. North
line. I may have to get nasty.
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Your Local Sports Authority
Drop by for some of the best wings
you've ever tasted.

1 - - - ~'

Double large screen T.V. to watch your
favourite satellite sports.
Come on in, sit back, relax and enjoy
the game.

located 160 University Ave. W.,
between Laurier &Uof W
tel. 886-6490
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Lockout looming
NHL trying to avoid baseballSfate
ROB BRENNAN
CORD SPORTS

With Labour Day weekend having come
and gone, it must he time for NHL training
camps to open. J3ut will there be a season7 For the millions of hockey fans all
over North America, the weeks of negotiations between the National Hockey
League and its Players Association have
yet to provide an answer for that question.
As I recall, it was not that long ago that
the NHL was a great form of entertainment. It featured hard-hitting body
checks, priceless goals, and great rivalries.
Unfortunately, the only ones duking it out
so far this season are the players and their
employers. Not suprisingly, the main
issues in this disagreement deal with
sa lary caps, revenue sharing, a nd free
agen<.y.
NHL Commissioner Gary l3ettman and
the team owners have made the salary
cap, or some form of one, a top priority.
What they are looking for is a mechanism
that will control the base earnings that a
r<X)kie can ask for in his first pro season.
Gee ... how terrible. Salary caps should
have been mandatory long ago when
salaries began to escalate sharply to the
present level, one that sees first year
NHLers command ridiculous sums of
money.
Need a recent example? How about
the signing of Paul Kariya by those Mighty
Ducks of Anaheim. Kariya, after a fourteen month holdout, inked a deal that will
net him six and a half million bucks over
three seasons. Wake up· and smell the
coffee people! Although wealthy teams
like the Ducks can afford to shell out this
kind of money, many teams cannot. Not
every team is owned by a billion-dollar
corporation like Walt Disney. For
this reason alone, players must
realize that some sort o f salary
cap must be implemented.
If both sides can clear the
salary cap hurdle, the other issues
should be settled easily. In fact,
an agreement on revenue sharing
is likely to be part of any sort of
agreement on the implementatio n
of a salary cap. Basically, the
owners want to link player
salaries to league revenues to
ensure that the teams do not end
up paying thei r players all the
money that they are taking in.
Fair enough.
As far as free agency goes, tl1is
is where the owners are going to
have to give a little. The current
system is a mess. The main problem is with the compensation system that allows teams who lose a
player ~o free agency to demand
a player off the roster of the team
that signs one of their players.

You end up with a fiasco like the signing
of Petr Nedved by the St. Louis J3lues late
last season . The Vancouver Canucks,
Nedved's former team, demanded star
goalie Curtis Joseph as compensation for
the loss of Nedved. Not wanting to lose
their stopper in net, the Blues offered their
number one centre, Craig Janney. See the
problem here? What good is it being a
free agent if a team has to give up one of
their best players to sign you7 Not much
good at all.
So while training camps are open, the
players are able to play and the public can
expect to view some exhibition games
during the pre-season.
For the time being, hockey will continue as usual. However, if things are not
settled by the October 1st deadline, there
will likely be a work stoppage (sound
.familiar?). A lockout was avoided when

Gary Dettman· decided negotiations were
promising enough to allow training camps
to open. Perhaps now it is time for the
NHLPA to give a little in return.
Still, tl1e question looms. Is there any
hope in sight? With talks scheduled to
continue, the two sides should be able to
come to terms on most of the big issues,
allowing the season to continue unhindered.
One would think both sides will be
working hard to avoid a situation similar
to that of major league baseball.
Considering the recent efforts to increase
the popu larity of the NHL throughout
North America, and tl1e desire to strike a
major television deal in the States, the
league has reached a crucial point where
a lockout could prove disastrous.
Hopefully the league and it~ players will
think about that.
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It's becoming quite familiar. Major League
llasehall Players Association Executive
Director Donald Fehr
says they are still busily
trying to come up with
solution.
a
Major League
Baseball
Owners Representative
Richard Ravitch
(who rehr not so subtlcy refers to as
"Dick") stresses that they are actively trying
to come up with some sort of solution to
the current labour impasse.
Here's a solution for you, boys.
First, fire all the players. These guys
obviously don't appreciate the fact that
there is no !X>ssible better job than major
league baseball player. The average salary
is 1.2 million dollars per season. To play
baseball. Great money, easy job. Quit
bitching.
Second, replace fired players with
asso11ed slo-pitch and little league squads.
For a million bucks, I'm sure teams like
Ed's Lube and Laundry, Luann's Fresh
Flowers, and Big Al's Chicken Pit would
agree to a sahuy cap right quick.
Third, give fired players real jobs. Ken
Grif-fey Jr., you can work drive-thru at Taco
Bell for five bucks an hour. Jose Canseco,
you're a natural to drive a cab. Tell Frank
Thomas that Big AI has an opening for fry
<:<x>k down at the Chicken Pit.
Give it alXJlll five days, maybe a week.
The players will be begging for a salary
cap.
Okay, maybe my solution is a tad drastic. Still, l can't help but get angry every
time I hear these players complain.
Toronto Blue jay Dave Stewa1t said in his
newpaper column that the strike was
"about keeping the rights of the players
and letting everyone flourish instead of giving the players a small ]X>rtion of the prot~
it". This is the same Dave Stewal1 who has
been paid four million dollars this season to
give up moonshot homers every time he

pitched. Obviously, Dave and I have very
different defintions of "small profit".
Consider that in 1987 the average salaFY
was $410,732. In seven years, it has almost
tripled. Yet, the players say
that under no circumstances will they
accept a salary
cap. Why the
hell not? I
think it's fair
to say that the
scales have
been balanced. Over fifty per cent of team
revenues are going back to the players in
wages. This is a small profit?
I've heard it argued that the owners arc
asking too much. After all, the Baltimore
Orioles were purchased last year for over
$170 million so the owners can't be that
hurting. TI1at logic escapes me. If it costs
$ 170 milllion to invest in a team, shouldn't
the owners expect to make a tidy profit?
Players point to the fact that only a handful
0
from
of teams lose money as an indicator that
the owners don't need a better deal, hut
Includes "'v''" ..,.,......
they fail to realize that people don't make
investments upwards of a hundred million '
bucks just so they can break even. They
have the right to make a good profit.
I've heard players say that they consider
Twin Dbl Queen
baseball their "job", that we as fans are
SET$159 SET$179 SET $199
being unfair by saying all they have to do is
play a game. Fine. It's a job. How many
jobs are there where all the revenue goes
hack to the employees7 Not many.
Meanwhile, ball players make all sort~
Twin
Dbl Queen
of extm money by wearing certain gloves
SET $179 SET $199 SET $219
and swinging ce1tain bat~. and by charging
five bucks an autograph at card shows. Yet
they cry J'XX>r. Right. And all that plastic
FORYOUR
surgery has made Roseanne really attracEVERY FUTON & FRAME
tive.
COME IN AND SEE
As an abrupt end to the 1994 baseball
season looms ncar, I hope the players
remember one thing. Barry Bonds is the
highest paid player in the league at an average of $7.16 million per year. Bonds' 1987
salary? A C<X>l $100,000. Something tells me
you won't get a 1,000 per cent annual wage
increase down at the Chicken Pit.

from

4-Position "A" Frame
or 6" deluxe Futons
Your choice of colour
COMPLETE WATERBEDS

Sl99°

WHITE & BRASS
DAYBEDS

ORTHO SLEEP

sav s1ov s129
ORTHO REST

$109 $129 $149

FREE PILLOWS

GET

WITH
PURCHASE,
US AT

Wtlfrid Laurier University
Student Union Building, Willison Room/Turret
1 pm to 6 pm, Fri. Sept. 9
10 am to 4 pm, Sat. Sept.lO, Mon. Sept. 12,
Tues. Sept. 13

at your Campus Bell Phonecentre™
There's only one place to get it all!
AI I TIlt CO:\\T:\IL:\CL

Your Campus Bell Phonecentre store is the only place where you
can take care of all your phone and phone service needs at once.
You can order a new line, or make changes to your current service,
pick up the latest in rental phones like the Vista'"t 100 (just $4.75
per month) and retail phones, order Bell Smart Touch"' services and
enroll in our long distance savings p lan.

If you're getting a new line, you

can order up to 3 Bell Smart Touch
services, such as Call Display, Call Answer and Call Waiting, and
get them free for 8 weeks .
.\l I 1111 \ \I Ll

If you want real savings on long distance, ask about the new Bell
Real Plus TM savings p lan at your Campus Bell Phonecentre store.
It offers you long distance savings on every eligible call, in a simple,
easy to understand package. And best of all, it's free. Remember,
with Bell, you get convenience, service, value and real savings all in
one stop.

Phonecentre·

on campus

tA trademark of Northern Tdecom. •Some restrictions apply.

The only place to get it all.

NFLQ&A
MIKE STE. MARIE
CORD SPORTS

Gymnastic Coaches
Gymnastics background with excellent
communications skills and the abilty to
relate to children of all ages is required.
Day, evening and weekend classes on a parttime basis.
CONTACT:

K-W GYMNASTICS CLUB
During office hours
Monday to Friday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Call:

743-4970

OUR BEST

As the school year resumes once again, it
becomes time for the weekly Sunday afternoon Veg-a-them. Yes, it's National Football
League season number seventy-five. Drush
up on the FOX Network, it's not just for
90210 anymore. Every new season tends
to have a number of looming questions,
this one being no exception. Allow me to
answer a few.
I. Are the business tactics of the Cleveland
Browns any better?
You wouldn't think they could get much
worse. When we last checked, they were
releasing their best-ever quarterback,
l3ernic Kosar, three clays after signing him
to a two million dollar contract. Unclaunted,
the Browns topped that move by letting
half their starting linebackers leave via free
agency and by giving a contract extemion
to Bill Bilichek, the coach who has piloted
the team to three straight losing seasons.
Wait, there's more. IIow about getting the
faded Mark Rypien to back up Mr.
Inconsistency Vinny Testaverde' Done.
Smart move.
2.Where have all the quarterbacks gone,
long time passing?
Ready? Erik Kramer from the Lions to the
Bears, Warren Moon from the Oilers to the
Vikings, Andre Ware from the Lions to the
Vikings, Mark Rypien from the Redskins to
the Browns, Scott Mitchell from the
Dolphins to the Lions, Dave Kreig from the
Chiefs to the Lions, Rcx.lney Peete from the
Lions to the Cowlx)ys, Bernie Kosar from
the 13rowns to the Dolphins, Jack Trudeau
from the Colts to the Jets, Jim Harbaugh
from the 13ears to the Colts, Jeff George
from the Colts to the Falcons, Jim(Chrissy?)
Everett from the Rams to the Saints, Steve
13ono from the 49ers to the Chiefs and
Chris Miller from the Falcons to the Rams.
Whew.
l.Can the Bills bounce back again?

After losing three of their regular cornerbacks in Nate Odomes, Kirby Jackson, and
].D. Williams, safety Mark Kelso, tight-end
Keith McKeller and offensive lineman
Howard 13allard, they are looking a tad
thin. The Dills nucleus is getting old and
they might not be able to get through the
Annual Injury of Jim Kelly anymore.
Expect a new AFC representative in the
Show this year.
4.Will '93 doormats like the Bucs, Skins and
Rams win some games?
Oh, sure. Three or four maybe. Between
them. Especially if they play each other.
S.ls the new two point conversion a good
thing?
It is a godsend. PATs have become so easy
that they are anticlimactic, especially when
a team is down by more than a point. The
two point option can't help but make the
game more exciting, provided the coaches
won't be afraid to use it.
6.Which division is the strongest?
That would be the AFC West. Easily. The
Raiders, 13roncos, Seahawks, Chiefs, and
Chargers could all have winning records.
The only regret is that some of these teams
won't make the playoffs.
7. Can the owners and players reach a collective bargaining agreement?
just kidding. What do you think this is7
13aseball?
8. Who do I wager my OSAP money on?
The six division winners are probably
going to be Miami, Pittsburgh, Los Angeles
(Raiders, of course), Dallas, Minnesota, and
San Francisco. Wild Card playoff berths
will go to 13u1Talo, Denver, Arizona, and
New Orleans. Long shot possiblities are
Seattle and Atlanta. Expect Pittsburgh over
Buffalo in the AFC title game while Dallas
beats up on San Francisco for the third
straight year. Call it three for the Cowboys
as they take the Super 13owl from the
Steelers in a squeaker. You heard it here
first.

~
Long Distance Savings Plan

Introducing the Real Plus''M long distance savings plan from Bell.
Sl\11'11 HI l"'lR

Have you been waiting for a brand new way to save on long
distance? If you spend $15 or more a month on eligible long distance and want to save with no sign-up fee or monthly fees, then
the Bell Real Plus savings plan is for you - it's our best long distance savings plan'ever. You get real savings, and best of all, it's
free.

!WfTFR SA\'!Nc;s

With the Bell Real Plus savings plan, you get an automatic 20%
discount on the 3 numbers you spend the most calling each month
in Canada and the U.S. You also get a 15% discount on all other
eligible long distance calls, no matter who, when and where you
call. Plus, earn rewards for your long distance spending throughout the year for additional savings.

BI TH R \ -\I LI

The combined features of the Bell Real Plus savings plan add up to
real savings, and the plan applies to your Bell Calling Card"' services
as well. Visit your local Bell Phonecentre store and sign up for the
Bell Real Plus savings plan.

~~LP~h~o~n=ecentre l
The only place to get it all.
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The Birth of Travesty
We get high on it all the time, here.
She stuck out her moist tongue, iridescent with the white and green
of dawn's halitosic mucous, and inserted it into the electrical
socket.
She smiled when I plunged the fork into her Philosophy textbook.
The smoked smell of bacon and the bleeding words of Nietzsche.
Yeah.

POETRY
Let it out
Spit out my spermatozoa.
Free the life inside of me.
Let it out, let it out, let it out!
Spit into this golden chalice,
the holy cup of Sunday Mass.
Let it out, let it out, let it out!
Spit onto this floor mat.
No, don't do that
don't gag.
Let it out, let it out, let it out!

Take a step
up my ladder
and t"rab hold of the tree.
Mind the nails
while you r~ard my carpentry.

I'll put a finger down your throat.
They'll come back, I know they float.
Let it out, let it out, let it out!
You killed them!
You killed my sons
You stupid vacuum cleaner.

The neit"hbour's daut"hter
returns home at three.
Until then the view is limited and there is little to see.
She works late at a diner
Servint' pie and coffee to smokint" old men
Who say they are
lonely.

SUBMIT YOUR ART TO niB CORD
The Arts Page is accepting submissions from anyone with a pulse.
You don't have to be a capitalist or a legally registered resident
either. We(the royal pronoun) will take photos, poems, short(short)
stories about weird shit, homemade crossword puzzles, cartoons,
comics, etc. If you're not parti<:ufarly sklll.e d at what you enjoy ere~
ating, make it funny or fucked and you'll be sent to the top of the
"in" pile. (The words shit and fucked are utilized In preceedlng
statements because I couldn't muster inteJiigent words. Seel And
I'm the Arts Page Coordinator.) All sublllissions are not guaranteed
to be printed dueto space limitations and because I sell the best
stuff to a little old man in a shadowy Ho Chi Mihn City beatnik cafe
where they fetch a handsome price on the black market.

A

dark

car

creeps by

her

As she turns

the house key.
A lit" ht appears upstairs
Proclaimint" her safety.
She undresses by the open window for me
while I masturbate strenuously.

----

GET MORE

BANG

FOR YOUR

BUCK!

ECO fibre sweatshirts
coloured canton fleece

Choice of cap with purchase
of GymMaster Sweatshirt

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

18" plush Hawk with any
$50.00 purchase

ENTER OUR WEEKI~Y DRAW
4 G I ;\NT p I.J us II IIi\'" I{ s
to be won during September
S t o r e
Phone # (519) 725-2993

Mon-Thu

Fri
Sat

H o u r s
9:30-6 pm
9:30-7 pm
9:30-4 pm

Fax # (519) 888-9723

W ELCOME BACK GIFT WITH EACH PURCHASE DURING SEPTEMBER
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SHORT SHORT STORY
Edgar, Age Seven
It was not the normal crinkle of snow he felt under his walking feet. Today, it was different.

He heard the snow scream.
At first, he thought it was all in his head. Echoes of a distant memory triggered by the biting cold. Or an over-active imagination. Anyway, the
snow was screaming. And he heard it.
He stopped walking, and stood there in the field. It hurt too much to hear the screams and realize he was causing the snow to suffer.
He had nothing against the snow. No quarrels.
Pure, white innocence spread out around him. It was so pure, and so beautiful. Beautiful. Too beautiful to hurt. To cause pain.·
lie stood there for a long time.
Finally, the cold overtook his resolve. He continued walking.
The screaming started, again. At first, he thought it was in his head. Memories of the earlier screaming. But, no. This time, as last time, it was
real. Too real.
He ran faster. The snow screamed louder. The cries matching him stride for stride. He tried leaping, to make less contact with the ground, but
it quickly tired him.
·
Painfully, he trudged through the wailing snow.
Stop it. he cried. Leave me alone! Stop it.
His footing slipped as he left the field and planted his right leg on the side walk. He caught his balance before falling, and continued his way to
school.
There were no children in the playground. They had all gone inside. He was late.
The empty hall ways were a cold refuge from the outside weather. He turned right, then left, then right again. He paused outside his closed
classroom door to remove his gloves before knocking.
Ilis teacher answered the door. She held it open just enough to squeeze her frame in the doorway.
"Why are we late, today?" she asked him with a pseudo-sarcastic grin.
She would not allow him in without an explanation. lie was trapped between her intrusive body and the memory of the screaming snow outside.
"I want to come in," he said. "The snow is screaming. I want to come in, now."

NSK PAGE WORD PUZZLE
FiJI in the df}sircd responses to·the clues at right. The stars denote which
_letters to place in the cor-responding boxes at the bo~l..()m.

L Situation norrnat all fucked up, abbr.
2. Dr. No's bird-dropped moncy-maker {from the novel)
......... __ _...... -....:... .....__

-- _±.: :.:.--.-. -.. . ;,:.;.:.;- -·~

_:...;.; :.....

----- - - - - -- - -.....

*

~

3. Terrorist state,
routinely invades
Central American nations

4 . ...____....._,Tailor. Soldier,·Spy - Lc.Carre novel
5. Nixon's resting place in California

#6. "I am not a number, I am a free man" •
TV series
7. Western _ _ __

()(){)()

( J ( Jf ) , says Mr. Wbjte OJ!l.rvey Keitel) in Qucntin

1 2 3 4

5 6 7

Tarantino's Reservoir Dogs.
In a new h<X>k to he published later this year, a former lover, 13enji, reveals for the first time what a
total bastard Lassie was. "On the set, he was a dictatorial director. You couldn't mark your territory,
so most of us other dogs developed bladder infections trying to hold it in during twelve hour
shoots .... Lassie was sympathetic to the Nazi cause. He even dated 131ondie, Hitler's dog for a brief
period in the thitties .... He hid his rabies from the public, but at the expense of numerous lovers who
contracted the disease .... " Who knew'

IliExit

PRESENTS .. ,

THEATRE COMPANY

In

UVE
ON

saUi~~is;:GE!

From the author of The
Comfort of Strangers
MA HOT HOUSE OF
SEXUAL TENSION &
SECRrf LONGING"
ol'Eill TIAVEIS,
IOlLINC STONl

MALL THE
PERFORMANCES
ARE FIRST RATE."
- CAIYN JAM15,
THENIWYOIK TIMI5

was

green.
Yoo think that the world Is
what it looks like In fine
weather at noon doy;l think
it is what it looks like in the
early morning when one
first wakes from deep
sleep... AN.Wh;teheod

uvERY VIVID. SUPERB
PERFORMANCES."
·MICHAEl AUCO,
SFWIIICI

"TRASHY FUN."
-AlYl5AKATZ.

THE VIllAGE VOICE

T H E

CEMENT

HEALTHY MALES REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY
Forty percent of all reported infertility is now male in origin. As a result, many young couples
could be denied the chance to have children without access to donor insemination.
If you are a male between 18 and 30 years of age, have humanitarian instincts, and would
consider being a spenn donor, phone the C.A.R.E. Centre weekdays between the hours of
9:00a.m.- 12:00 noon and 2:00- 4:00p.m., or write us for further infonnation. All inquiries
are held in strictest confidence.
Suitable expense reimbursement for candidates is guaranteed.
C.A.R.E. CENTRE

PRINCESS CINEMA

Suite 400, 18 Pine Street, Kitchener, Ontario N2H 5Z8 (519) 570-0090
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BUY YOU DINNER AND
APHONE LHOME •••

ECO

••
••
AU INQUIRIES TO BE DIRECliD
TO ECONOCAll:

ECO

1-800-780-2001

r- ~---------------- ~ -----------------: Please deposit this fonn at zehrs or mail to EC0~1f1/L240 Holiday Inn Dr., CAMBRIDGE, N3C 3X4.
1
1

I understand that ECO~ is an Equal Access Carrier. I hereby authorize that all Dial1 long distance calls that are made on these lines go through
ECO~ I General Enterprises Management Ltd. and I will pay for them. One of our customer reps will be in touch.

:

NAME:

SCHOOL: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I
1
I

PHONE#:

STUDENT#:--------------

SIGNATURE:

DATE: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

-,

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

L------------------------~--~----------------------------~

INGRID NIELSEN
CORD ENTERTAINMENT

September I
The Dervilhes are at The \blcano
The Tea Party are at Stages

September9
April Wine are at Lulu's

lint Collb Steele CD release party at the \blcano
SeptenNIO
Prairie o,ster are at Lulu's
September 11
Liza Minell is at the Stratford Festival Theatre
WLU Fine Arts Studio Instructors Multflaledla Exhibition
opens at the Robert Langen Ga)Jery in the Aird Building
September IJ

Looking down into the quan:y, the subtle pink and green lighting added a subtle glow to the natural beauty of Elora.
From the depths, floated the beautiful
voice of Sarah Mclachlan.
On July 27, Mclachlan came to perfonn in the Elora Quarry as part of this
summer's Elora Festival. TI1e festival also
hosted other performances such as
Michael Burgess.
In the past, Mclachlan has had her
music labeled as "glib" and "glossy" by
critics. I don't know which McLachlan
music they are talking about, hut they
obviously did not hear her voice floating
up to a star-covered sky and an awestmck crowd. Her voice was rich, and
her music was captivating. The whole
setting came off as rather haunting.
The mechanics involved with pulling
off a concert in the Gorge were understandably difficult. Just so you can picture it, Mclachlan was actually on a raft
on the water. She had to be taken to
the floating stage by a chauffeured boat.
TI1e spectators were mostly up top,
looking down from the edge of the
quany. In other words, McLachlan was
about five centimetres tall to the average
viewer. While this was a slight drawback, most of the people who came out
were more there to hear the voice than
to gawk at the performer.
lleing a small stage, there was no
room for fancy e lectronic equipment
along with her six-piece band, so the
show was mostly made up of more
acoustic songs. She performed songs
from "Fumbling Towards Ecstasy" as
well as previous albums "Solace" and
"Touch", the highlight being Sarah dosing the night by performing the piano
version of "Possession" alone on the
stage.
Newcomer Stephen Fearing opened
the set off with a passionate and highenergy set of solo music with acoustic
!,'llitar. An excellent and unique singer
and musician, Fearing is someone who
is definitely up and coming.
As for Sarah, her stage persona came
across as natural and intelligent. While
she does seem slightly self-conscious,
almost shy, this is a really nice change
from the usual self-important, pompous
windbags.
13eing on a raft, the great question for
me was, "how is she going to pull off an
encore?" It's not like she could go backstage, and come back on. Instead they
just turned all the light<; off, and pretended like they were packing up. I say "pretend", because from the way the crowd
was hootin' and hollerin', you knew the
show was not over yet.
As someone who is new to
Mclachlan's music, I was truly
impressed. If that makes me "glib" or
"glos.'>y", so be it.
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Gimmesome

We Promise

sugar; baby

to listen first...
then make suggestions...
then give complete satisfaction.
For 11 years we have been the place for
Laurier students to get the very best
in hair services.
Now we've moved to a new location
to serve you even better..

SHw~N
Personalized Hair Service

354 King Street North
(AT COLUMBIA, BESIDE McDONALDS)

884-5141
fine ·'Wild Ox Moan", Gordie and the lads
made it well worth staying for both sets.
Such
gifted, musical guitar playing really
A&M recording artists Big Sugar arc the latest Canadian hand on the verge of becom- has to he seen and heard to be believed.
On "Five Hundred Pounds", Gordie
ing wildly famous. Their recent show at the
Volcano in Kitchener served notice of the Johnson played almost everything except
hand's potential. 111ey delivered an electri- dnnns, as well as co-pr<xlucing the record
fying performance of accomplished musi- with Kitchener native Pete Prilesnik. Since
recording the last album, Big Sugar have
cianship.
Big Sugar's music is a blend of blues, acquired a new drummer and bass player.
rock, and improvisational guitar playing, This facelifted lineup are set to tour Eastern
which mix together to give a fresh sound. Canada and the US this fall. Big Sugar are
The blues riffs and crunchy rock guitar going hack into the recording studio in a
chords came across powerfully in the live couple of months to work on a new arbum,
set.
Frontman Gordie Johnson which Johnson says will be "along the same
(guitar/vocals, and most sonh'Writing), led lines as 'Five Hundred Pound~."'
If they venture back to K-W irl the new
the four piece outfit through an array of
year,
don't miss the chance to see them.
material from their album "l3ig Sugar" and
their latest recording, "Five Hundred Johnson's love of playing live, together with
Pounds". With songs such as "Ride Like his enigmatic stage presence help make
Hell", "Sugar in my Coffee", and the very each set entertaining and varied.
DAVE SCOTT

CORD ENTERTAINMENT

Get Ready For The Opening Of
Louie's Lodge, Next Door To
Loose Change Louie's!

PARfJOARPS
LUNCH
SPECIALS

FROM
• 5.99

JIG- SCREEN TV

PJ attd PANCINt MON-SAf
I.WE Jattds EVERY Sunday
NEYER ACOVER CHARt£

VZ PRICE
POOl.
MON-WEP

tz-s

WATERLOO, CANADA

WAfERLoo·s
.
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Look Interesting?

•he Cord is
looking for a circulation and file manager. Pick up an
application from our
offices on the third
floor of the Students'
Union Building.
There are also other
positions available.
So get your ass
up here and get your
hands dirty!

Come on up and help out!

"Volunteer"
By the Corporation of

Wilfrid Laurier University Student Publications
to serve In the capacities of

Cord Classilieds Coordinator
Cord Copy Editor
Cord Circulation and Filing Manager
Assistant Keystone Editor
Keystone Special Events Editor
Keystone Grad Editor
Photography Technician
Advertising Production Assistant
Advertising Sales Representative
WLUSP Public Relations Manager
WLUSP Systems Technician

valuable volunteer work experience and resume foam.
Volunteer Job applications available at the Cord offices,
on the Third Floor of the Students' Union Building.
Applications close Friday, September 23rd, 1894 at 5:00 p.m.
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It's a long way
from lndiar1a,

W::

DARREN MAHAFFY
CORD EN TERTAINMENT

I wouldn't nonnally take a date to sec
a film like :\'at ural Born Killers hut \Ve
didn't have time to wait until 10:20
,,;hen Clear and Present Danger \Vas
staning. 1 t·en.linly would not R'Commend this movie f(>r the Etint of hean
hut fi>r those \Yho appreciate the <:<X>l
cinematography of Oliver Stone this is
.1 must sec
The plot is fa1rly simple Two
tkrang<.:d lov<.:rs, Micky (Woody
llarrt•lson ) and :--tallory (juliette
Lewis), go on :1 cross country spree of
killing and maiming.
In th<.: very f1rst scene /\I icky and
:--tallory enter .1 roadsid<.: cafto to order
some food . As ,\ lallory dann:s to
so nw jukebox tunc~ one of the Icx"::ls
crap
of
him. s.lly
end
of the
t alb out
ehittlllm
gonuh<.:r
tMthe
allo
c J)o
' heratsrth
ec
sw

~n:ne the t~vo of them have kil led
<using \'arious methods: guns, heating, knives) fimr people and sean.:d
the living daylights out of the last guy.
Over the course of their cross
n>untry ~prt,e they k1ll ')2 people,
only one of wl11ch they regret. Upon
their arrest the media tum them mto
hcro<.:s. One l<.!<.:n say.s that if they
C<)l)ld lx: a ~·rial killer they would he
1\hcky.. not that serial killing 1s a g<xxl
thing. .. Micky is just e<x>l.
As a sub-plot. Rolx.·n Dmvney Jr.
plays the host of a 1/2 hour shO\\
alx>Ut American serial killers (modded after A Current Affair ct aU. lie
docs show after show on the two cuiminating in a IX>st-SU)X:r Bowl mtcr\·iew with !\!icky about his "ability".
The inten·iew take" place in the

interview the prisoners riot giving
!\!icky and Mallory the chance they
need to he re-united.
Stone uses various dncmatit
effects to neate mood f(>r the film.
The sct·nes change from black and
white to red tinted n>lour to full
colour lie uses real time and slow
motion , studio and non-studio set
design. and sonH: truly biz a rrc
imagery that will lead you to quc.stion
old Oli\·e r's s;.mity.
:-.Jatural Born Killers is destined to
become .1 classic, hut see it rn the the.Iter to truly apprec1.1te the strange
nature of Oliver Stone lx:cause even
CriY-'IV will show an <.:dited version
of th1s one
•

cptrisono~"u·herr·c:
being held

Durrng
.s'\liecky.·the
:v.ll1(ecourse
l ,\lsall·o·lof
)'• .the
.lrt.· •••••••

Roadtnp to hell
I

BRENT LANTHIER

We regret that In our previous Issue on July 11, we printed the following two mistakes;
1. The correct phone number for HMV Is 746-8465
1. Chameleon's correct address Is 155 King street N., Unit #10.
Our sincere apologtes for any lnconvtence we may have caused.

CORD ENTERTAINMENT

·come on. BIG :--tO:"\EY!!" Gamblrng 1s the work of the Devil I'm not a religious man, hut I
know this above statement to lx: tnrc. In my many pilgrimages to the farthe:o.t .'>outlw>e.st comer
of Ontario, I have come to the conclu:-.ion that Windsor and Detroit arc the Sodom and
Gomorrah of Nonh America The place reeks of evil and the grand altar of th1s evil is the
Windsor casino. that Satanrc brainchild of 13oh Rae and the evil anny of the NDP.
So when a group of my fricnlb decided that they wanted to go on a roadtrip to Wim.bor, I
knew that we were damned and I could only shudder in fear. I mean, we were even more stupid in that we dmve 3 hours to line up to spend our money. And it's not lrkc the place is
das.sy. It has all the charm of the Neuwork combtnt.>d w11h the ambtance of a htngo hall, of
which there arc .several in Windsor and which I had the <>PIX)rtunity to attend.
I noticed when I walked in that the prevailing fashion statement was pea·grcen spand<.:x
combined \'\ ith what ap1x:ared to be someone's grandmother's curtains fashioned into so me
f(>nn of robe. \\ ith the second-hand smoke of a thousand cig;trcttes 1x:rmcating my re.,piratory
llK'I11br.me. I kit :;creamrntt silently to mysclf
Another thing you will notice about Windsor {the City of Roses) That's got to be the mo"t
glmving example of sarcasm I have ever seen.): the abundance of licensed establishments. You
t~u1't "~tlk downtown 5 feet without nmning across one. 'l11is could probahlr lx: explained hr
tlw proximity to the l'nitc'C.I States with their higher age of ma~>rity sending university studt·nts
runnmg across the Ambass;.tdor Bridge by the scads. Which is nice to .sec as hundreds of intoxicated co-eds cheered happily to USA beating Columbia in World Cup S<x-cer (at least on the
day I "~ls there.)
So with thi" dosene.ss to the Amcrit~ln Dream t·onK-s the pmlific dispersement of another
type of har in Wind..,or: the :'\UDIE 13AR!!! You see, in thl! gocxl ol' US. of A., the, um, girls, l~ll1
only remove, uh, well, ... they can only go topics:-., ;o..;ot so in this great white bastion of lav.·,
ordt•r and dcxcncy. r\ot only can they get as naked as Oian Parkinson behind the l'linko board
{":"Jo Bob, I don't want to come on down!") hut they ctn do rt \vhilc pranic.tlly sittmg in your
lap! This would explain the large influx of male American college .students to these a111stic
showings.
In the war of IH12. the k>rt that was situated at Windsor helped defend Canadian shores
from lx:ing ovcrnrn by the Americans. I think that now, rn 199·J. the Americans arc finally \vinning the battle and infiltrating us in far more insidious fashion.

V{AtetJoo

~_,...,~

1ewi~"
~teWead~
.,4~~oti4tioat
Opening
Meeting

Thursday September 15

@

4:30

4041 Math and Computers Building
University of Waterloo

Everyone Welcome

'\V .. JSA H<)tlinc: 747-1416
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Naomi Wolf- Fire with Fire

Feminism • choose
your brand

VIRGINIA PARKER
CORD ENTERTAINMENT

If Naomi Wolf was seen as controversial before ....well, in the
words of that natural born killer Woody
Harrelson .. "You ain't seen nothin' yet".
Wolfs first book, The Beauty Myth, propelled her to the forefront of the feminist
movement, where she stood alone, drawing reproach not only from the movement's critics, but from feminists as well.
Depending on which side of the
fence you sat on, Wolf was either too
radical or not radical enough. 13esides,
women said, she's too pretty to be a
feminist.
Still stuck in this "too rad/not rad" gulley,
Wolf has released another book, this time
regarding the broader topic of ;,TI1e new fema le power and
how it will change the 21st Century".
TI1is new book, Fire with Fire, is a gmeling 321 pager that
sometimes reads like a textbook, sometimes like a stats
report and more often than not, as if Wolf is sitting there
talking right to you.
Her command of the English language is incredibie,
she can argue her way around corners until it seems that everything she says is true. The only drawback to her cerebral
approach is that her compound sentences can reach massive
proportions with all the 25 cent words she spews out.
And Wolf even invents a few words of her own.... Sick of
hearing about the "backlash"? Well, brace yourself for the "genderquake".
Reaching it's pinnacle with the 1992 US Elections, the genderquake is the explosion of the women's movement that tOIlowed over a decade of being held back. At least, that is how I
understand it.
Wolf also provides reasons for the recent ineffectiveness of
the femin ist movement to gamer new support, as well as criticizing its motives and methods.
TI1ere are two basic types of
feminism, victim feminism and
power fem inism, and pointing
out their broad differences take
up about one half of the entire
I'XX>k.
Victim feminism is the one
that has been most commonly
used by the more radical of the
women's ... oh,
excuse
me .... womyn's movement.
Victim feminism seeks to create "sisterhood" (discourages
individuality), and to prove that
women/ womyn are not equal to,
but greater than those icky awful
men who are all rapists. It actually has acheived an end of discouraging women to try to
acheive individual power or
money, since those activities are
disdained as "what men do"
(women, on the other hand,

would never want to make money in a cutthroat business
deal....heavens, what would that do to your earth mother nurturing side').
On the other hand, power feminism seeks to
encourage women to realize political and economic goals on their own, instead of feeling that they
have to subscribe to a "movement", "a collective" or "the sisterhcx>d".
This brand of feminism also recognizes that
women are very sexual beings, that one can
hate sexism without hating men, that all men
are not rapists and that even women can
enjoy (gasp) pornography.
Fire with Fire helped me plow through many
of my own questions regarding feminism, especially when I recognized rhetoric I had spewed in
the name of women showing up under the guise of
victim teminism.
Using popular culture, childrens
books, historical figures and her own experiences towing the line with feminism, Wolf manages to create a comprehensive view of a movement that even its members don't, or can't, fully
understand or agree upon.
No one single movement, no matter how
large, can adequately express the opinions of
. every single woman. Women are individ;.•· uals, not part of a larger soup that can all

be mixed together.
As human beings, we all have our
own priorities, values and beliefs. And recognizing this, is it really fair to cubbyhole all women under the umbrella of a movement like feminism?
Naomi Wolf says no. Like an Obi Wan Kanobi of feminism,
Wolf is challenging us to use the forces that lie inside, and
define for ourselves, male and female, what feminism means to
and for us.

:tt's 1 a. a.
Bloodshot Eyes
Grumblin~

And that

Stomach

#&%®#!

paper still isn't

done.
Time for a
study break.

Call

Doaino'sl

''JOIN THE FIRM''
Get Fit In Canada's Top Club!

Male or female, if you want to lose weight or tone-up, we are the only
people to see. Staffed by university physical education graduates who
have been professionally trained to guarantee you look your very best
For the most in facilities, the best equipment in the world, and
professional one-on-one service, try us.

STUDENT
SPECIAL

,.he
,.urret:
EverYone
Welcome

r~o~

.00

GOOD LIFE~ CLUB
159 KING STREET WEST, KJTCHENER (519) 744-6262
140 COLUMBIA ·STREET WEST, WATERLOO (519) 747-1044

GOOD LIFE~CLUB FOR WOMEN
1253 KING STREET EAST, KITCHENER

KITCHENER CAMBRIDGE
Franklin &
King & Fairway
Avenue Rd.
893-7200
624-8050
Ottawa &
Westmount
749-0120

King & Chestnut
653-8030

WATERLOO
University & Weber*
746-3900
University & Fischer-Hallman
745-2222
*serving Laurier's campus

(519) 576-7744
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.J\lSt because it is,. it doesn't mean the rest of us have to

Jt:Sr IJ£C:4,USE: JT

IS

-

-

Chlbliuro

Vttu~MO.

listen tg it. This three-song d¢mo from Cambridge·
based ftjjr~piece outfit t4ustanl t.··shows a little potential,
but a lot of work needs to be done. Aside from suffer·
ing from extremely poor production quality, "just
Because it Is" offers vp uninspired rock/grunge songs
that fail to t.'atch my interest. le"Jd vO<.:alist D~l< ·has an
intere.ting voice, however is often off-key. Altogether,
Mustad l's "Just Because it Is~ shows some good potential, butit will have to go back in the garage (Qf a little
whilel<>Oger.

~II. 1 don't quite know what to say about this techno
compilation album, as I am not.one who is.familiar with
the nuances of rn6dem dance music a ck.5tf( think there
are any nuances, personally). In my opinion, if you
have ever been to the 1\.Jrret on a Thursday night, you
will already know what this album sounds like. If techno iS your cup oftea though, !<Club Eur() Vollune One"
includes new tracks from Black Box, Patrie, Minnesota,
1he Grid, AI I.Gtk, and Kym Mazelle a Jec:e1Jn .......,
among others. DoQgie on!

'Jhe SmithereMS
Aclllte wfCh...

GNat White

Sail Away/Anaheim Lift

llCA-¥ictor

BMG
Great White is another cla$ic rod<· band that should go

After a long hiatus, .The Smlthem!ns have. returned with

a great album, ..A date with.•. ". The edgy pop-rock

the way of the dinosaurs. These aging hair farmers
should have probably hung it ttp a long time ago. Their
latest release indude$ new material on side A under the
name ''Sail Away~, and a live recorcling from .a concert in
Anaheim on side B including some older material "Sail
Away· is absolute crap - insipid, drippy, acoustic guitar
ballad-; one after another. The Anaheim Live concert
recording is gre-Jt however, If you are a Great White fan
from the past. It includes good, high-energy rendition-;
of such classics as "Rock Me" and "Once Bitten Twice
Shy", and the recorcling quality io; excellent.

quartet that brought U.<t such songs a.'> "The Blues Before
and After" returns with a powerhouse album whiCh
retains the intenl!it)' and SOUndQf their previous releases,
but adds some refiriement. The pmduc:tiOn is quite raw
and live sounding, which allows The Smithereens to convey some of their massive live encfb"Y to tape. TI1e first
singlefrom the album, "Miles from Nowhere" kicks ass,
and the rest of the album rocks as well. Definitely
something to check out.

cause&effect
nip
BMG
cause&effect are a very cool sounding band who will no
doubt soon become very popular. With an electronic
pop sound a Ia Depeche Mode, "Trip" is a very catchy
album. Jt becomes a little repetiti~e at point~, hut on the
whole tbe album is great, standOOts indUdfng the tim
single .. It's Over Now" and closer ~crash~. Already
receiving some play on CPNY, this alhum Is somethina
that is worth picking up.

Imago
"Pa\lla is an orih>inal voice, both in what she is saying
and hpw she is Sllying it," says Peter Gabriel about Cole,
who replaced the likes of Kate Bush and Stnead
O'Connor as his duet partner for his "Us" tour.
He is definitely right about that. hula Cole pos.o;es.o;es
a hal.lllting, smoky voice that get.-; inside YPI.U' head, and
once there confronts you and seduces you with intelli;gent and thooghdUI lyrics. Replete with talent and J11U5i..
~. Paula Cole's "Harbinger" is definitely an original
and SQmething that Sbould be hearo.

Paula Cole
tlaiWIIger

--~~~--~~~----~~,~---·~~----

--·--~.~~,~--------..~.. ~
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Discount Daze
September 20-21
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~ Wicked lunch

& Dinner Specials
~Fine

Gourmet
Coffees and Teas
(Cappuccino
and Espresso)

~

The Very Best
in Coffee Culture

LIVE
Acoustic Fridays
Thursday Night Poetry

ABOVE

PHIL'S
GRANDSON'S

PlACE
220
NORTH

KING
PLAZA

888·7174

THE BEST LONG DISTANCE
SAVINGS PLAN
FOR LAURIER STUDENTS
Nobody needs to tell you that
when you're a student, money is
tight. That's why WLUSU has partnered with ACC Long Distance Inc.
to bring all students the best long
distance savings package. There's
no sign-up fee and no minimum,
optional third party billing, and your
savings are automatic.

l\orth Amcric~t n

17o/o Off
Daytime

I

40o/o Off
Evenings

35o/o Off
Nights/
Wknds

Intcrnati<m~tl

20% off Anytime

All savings in addition to the phone
company's regular time of day
discounts

This is the best deal for Laurier
students and Alumni!

The Laurier Savings Plan
Features:
- No sign-up fees
- No monthly fees
- Savings on all calls
- Save up to 40%
- Free Travel Card
- Detailed monthly billing
-Campus Connexxions™ allows
you to use ACC service regardless of roommates

• all savings apply on the balance after the telephone
company's discounted rates have been applied.

BONUS: $ 5 FREE LONG DISTANCE
(credited on initial bill)
STUDENTS'
UNION
..
.

======~====

To Apply Call 1-800-665-5691
Friends and Family Eligible Too!
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Okay, the theme was a

little, well. ..stupid~
~looked like
they were havingfun,
and hey, that's all that

. matters.
Here's to a greatyear!
PICTURES BY PHIU.ICINZINGER

.~

Have you seen Frank ?
If so, hurry up to The Cord and volunteer your services.
It's what Frank would do!
Those of you who haven't seen Frank can come up too.
We can always use a hand with the new expanded Cord.
Writers, photograhers, even lowly production assistants.
The more Cord staff, the merr1er the editor will be!
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BAR & GRILLE
384 King St. N. Waterloo

884-6064

WELCOME BACK HAWKS!
• BIG 10' SCREEN
• POOL TABLE
• DARTBOARD

ON TAP
••••••••••••
•••••••••••••I
I
.

Happy Hour!
Weekdays 3 pm - 6 pm
Weekends 7 7am - 4 pm
Menu includes:
Quesadillas, Garlic Bread,
Bruscheffa, Calamari,
Nachos, Mozzarella Sticks
and Much More!

s

M

T

14 DIFFERENT BEERS

•
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BUY ONE ENTREE
& GET THE SECOND ONE
FREE.

1

:
:
1

I

I
1

I

I

EXP.: Thurs. Sept.15
NOT VALID ON IN HOUSE SPECIALS. 1

••••••••••••••••••••••••••

w

MEL BROWN
JAM WITH
BLUES SESSION PADDY FLYNN+
PAUL MCLEOD

Th

F

s

2-4-1 FAJITAS
ONE LOW PRICE

$13.99
(Beef or Chicken).
Thirsty Thursdays
$2.50

2~ ~ W~NG~ EVE~VDAV ~EAl ~N~o
~NOl ON~V 1r~[E la~GGE~1ru lalU1r l~[E fa[E~1r~~
~3~ ~ lA~EOlU1r~
"IF SPORTS WERE A RELIGION . . THIS PLACE WOULD BE A CHURCH"
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